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NEW MEXICO.

We own In this country three
lion mules, all related to Maud.

fh

wings
same.

mil-

kiwi is a bird without any
but he also gets there Just tho

That Pennsylvania cobbler who has
Inherited $250.(100 doesn't care whether he has a sole or not.
The discovery of a "use'' for the
vermiform appendix was anticipated
some time ago by the surgeons.
Pennsylvania bride was married
with
toes. Now she will
have to begin married life with cold
A

frost-bitte-

feet.

People who think that some of our
eminent financiers think of nothing
but money ought to see them at a dog
Know.

BEAUTY

F IRISH PROVERBS.

DANGER IN THE OYSTER.

KEEPING BODY IN CONDITION.

Some Sayings Which Prove the True
Wit of the Race.
The proverbs of a nation are the
distilled wit of generations of Its people; and the true wit of the race is
oftentimes' in proportion to the truth
and beauty of its proverbs. Few nations and few languages possess more

beautiful sayings than the Irish. "The
silent mouth is melodious," is an Irish
aphorism pregnant with beauty and
poetry.
And another saying. Inculat-ina charity which is spiritually needed In this modern world of ours, is
that which tells us "Our eyes should
b
blind In the abode of another."
The beautiful faith and magnificent optimism of the Irish race are well pictured In their proverb, "God never
sr.uts one door but He opens two."
"Autumn days come softly, quickly,
like the running of a hound upon a
moor," is poetic, vivid truth.
And
here is a sharp, satirical one that cuts
several ways at the same time: "A
poem ought to be well made at first,
for there Is many a one to spoil it
afterward." Leslie's Monthly Magazine.

"Hardening" Process a Good Prevent, Succulent Bivalve Prolific Producer
of Disease.
ive of Colds.
There Is probably no one article of
Modern research seems to have established the fact that, after all, the food, except raw milk, which la so
Ideas with regard to fretlently a cause of disease, and somecolds are not far wrong.
It Is, of times even fatal Illness, as lc the oyscourse, true, says the Literary Digest, ter. The nutritive value of the oyster
that a "cold" is a malady due to Is very small. It takes fourteen oysgerms; but there seems to be no rtniht ters to equal one egg In food value,
more than 250 oysters to equal a
that the chilling of tho body lesstns and
Its resistance and so renders It an single pound of beef In food value.
This Is due to the fact that the oyster
easy prey.
,
consists chiefly of water, the balance
In the Arctic region, where the Inbeing mostly liver and germs.
The
fluenza germ cannot live, nnd where
colds are said to bo unknown, It may- oyster lives upon the ooze and slime
Typhoid-feve- r
be safe to sit In a draught or to get of the ocean bottom.
germs, and other
one's feet wet; but In the temperate
are tidbits for the oyster,
zone these indulgences will continue to
and millions of them are always found
be risky for the average man.
Reviewing experiments and observa- In the oyster's stomach and the muslimy juice, In which the oystions made In this field, the Medical cous, or
ter always bathed.
Record says:
Another paper recently reports the
"A point of practical Importance Is
the fact that it was found that repeat- death of the Dean of Winchester from
ed exposure to slight degrees of cold typhoid fever, as the result of eating
brought about an increase of anti- oysters at the mayor's banquet In
The result of this death,
bodies, and this observation therefore England.
affords a theoretical Justification of according to a wholesale oyster dealer
the practically approved methods of in England, has been the falling off In
the consumption of oysters to the ex'hardening' the body by hydrotheia-peutland other methods of tralnlrg. tent of 75 per cent; that Is, that there
Such procedures should not only serve is only one oyster eaten now where
four were eaten before these facts
to protect against cold and allied conditions, but also should render the became public. Oyster merchants and
body better able to cope with bac- persons engaged in the oyster business generally. In England, are comteria of all kinds."
plaining that their business is ruined.
Within three or four days after the
GARDENS HERE AND ABROAD.
death of the Dean of Winchester, the
oyster trade fell off at Emsworth from
Fundamental Difference in Their Rela- five thousand to nothing.
tion to the ramily.
ocSeveral similar epidemics
There is a fundamental difference curred in England, and a fewhave
In this
between tho English and the Ameri- country, in which fatal cases of tycan garden, writes Prof. L. H. Bailey phoid
fever were traced directly to the
In the Garden Magazine.
The Eng- use of the oyster.
lishman's garden is well nigh as esThe oyster Is a scavenger, and absential as his house. It is like an ex- solutely unfit for human food.
Tjie
tra room to the residence. It 1b
the idea that it is more digestible than
family rather than for the public. It other foods Is
highest degree
in
therefore works Itself Into developing absurd. In additionthe
to the germs with
consciousness of children, and garden which it always swarms, the oyster
love becomes as much a part of the
a large amount of uric acid
person as books and furniture and contains
which can not be gotten rid of by boilmusic do. A'j English teacher recent- ing, or by any
other means.
ly inspected the study work at Cornell
university. "What surprises me," she
Flick's Time of Surprise.
said, "is that you need to do such
"Of the many things that have
work. The English child loves nature
during my baseball
as if by Instinct." The American gar- taken place
den is likely to be all in front yard. career, I think the one that has most
forcibly
impressed itself upon my
It is usually of the
kind.
I subbed
for
It Is made for the public to see. This memory Is the fact that
may contribute to public spirit and Larry at second base last season,"
says Elmer Flick, the Cleveland hall
civic betterment, but it loses In origintosser.
"When Armour told me to
ality and vitality.
go out to second and see how well I
eould do, I never felt queerer In my
His Lecture Illustrated.
life. A most peculiar feeling went
..A gathering in an Eastern town over me. I thought to myself. 'Here
which was violently dispersed, was I am, going out to take the place of
held in a little hall rarely used. There the greatest second baseman in the
was no desk for the speaker of the business me, a man that has never
evening, so one was lugged cut of the played second base and has not put
the ball on a runner since the days
cellar.
No sooner had the speaker begun 1 used to catch about the lots.' Well,
to pound the old desk in his enthusi- I went out, and, as you know, I played
asm than a hornet flew out. Another second base for a week without makhornet followed. The audience began ing an error. My, but I felt tunny. In
to wave their hands wildly in the air. fact, I used to laugh to myself out
Other hornets came and the faces of there around second to think that I,
some of the members of the audience who had been playing the outfield for
seven years, was actually playing
began to swell visibly.
base without a moment's
Then there was a mad rush for the second
door, and the speaker was left alone warning. I used to pinch myself octo fight oft the angry insects whose casionally to see if I were roally
nest he had disturbed. He was to av. ake."
have given a lecture on "The Hotbed
Ontical Convention.
o: the Rebellion."
An optical convention will be held
in London the latter part of May,
Transferring Daniel.
under the presidency of Dr. R. T.
A clergyman, recently engaged with Glazebrook, F. R. S.
The object of
another of a different belief in a con- the convention is to bring into cotroversy regarding some questions of operation men interested tn optical
religion, sent to a newspaper office a matters.
A
has been
long article, supporting his side of the 81 pointed to consider the subjects of
question. The manuscript had been papers on optical questions which
"set up" in type for the next day's should be brought before the conven-- .
issue. About midnight the telephone tlon, and suggestions as to subjects
bell rang furiously, the minister zt for discussion will be welcomed.
It
the other end asking for the city edi- has been decided to organize an exhitor. "I am sorry to disturb you at bition, of a scientific character, of insuch a late hour," he Baid, "but I am struments manufactured in this counin great trouble." "What can I do for try. England, with a view to show the
you?" was asked. "In the article 1 progress recently made, and to stimuI put Daniel in the late further efforts.
sent you
fiery furnace. Please take him out
and put him in the lions' den."
Feels Secure.
Bill I see the world's forest area
at present is estimated at 2,500,000,-00Horses' Shoes Get Hot.
acres.
Popular Mechanics
says that a
Jill Well, we men need not fear
horse shod with metal shoes thould
not be driven rapidly on an asphalt that there'll be no place to go in
pavement. The heat produced is housecleaning week for some time to
painful to tho animal and may be in- ccme.
jurious. It cites an instance where
Before and After.
two men indulged in a friendly horse
The honeymoon had gone the way
race on asphalt. One of the horses
cast a shoe and v'len the rider picked of all honeymoons.
"Anyway," he growled, "you did
It up it blistered his hand and did
not cool off for several miautes. At ha.I of the courting yourself."
"Oh, I don't know." she replied.
each step the horse slips a little and
this constant friction of the metal "You weren't so lazy then as you are
shoe under weight upon the Band in now."
the pavement generates a high degree
of heat.
Return to Mule Teams.
Freight traffic between Reno, Nev..
Version
an
Modern
of
Old Tale.
and Golrifltdd, the "new bonanza," has
A small maid returned from school Increased so much that the railroads
the other day filled with the enthusi- cannot handle it, and mule teams of
"Oh, mamma," she twelve mules each have been put on
asm of discovery.
began, "teacher told us about a boy the road, the first time in over a quarwho said 'Wolf! Wolf!' lots of times ter of a century that they have apwhen there wasn't any wolf there." peared on Nevada's roads. By freight
"And what did the story mean'" In- train Coldfleld is one day from Reno.
'Why," said the By mule team it is twelve days.
quired mamma.
child, greatly surprised at her mothNpTICH,
er's inability to put two and two toNo. 75!).
gether; "why, it means never be a In Die District Court of T;ioh county in
KirHt
the
Judicial District, In the
r
but once."
Territory of New Mexico.
disease-producin-

c

The discovery that Mai. Oen. Germ
commands a division In the Russian
nrmy may be suggestive to the bacteriologists.
A hot stove fell into the lap of a
woman passenger in an Akron, O.,
trolley car. That was worse than a
fat man.

Miss Mabel Wood Tuttle advises
women to use their tongues constantly. Well, the day is only twenty-fou- r
hours long.
The .chemists have succeeded in producing artificial silk.
They are too
late. The factories have been turning
it olit for years.

FORTUNE

TOOK

A

HAND.

Calculation

Had Been Overlooked by
Careful Man.
I had a friend who did his duty to
himself and others with such zeal
that he never went to bed without
taking his temperature or got up
without drinking a scientific decoction the name and composition
of
which I have forgotten; the flavor,
however, was such as rendered the
duty performed particularly meritorious. H'.s dietary w.s based on the
most scientific principles; he weighed

himself before and after each meal;
he had his appendix removed, so as
to avoid all risk of appendicitis, and,
in short, he so fully realized the duty
of being hea.thy and long lived that
A New York rooster has just swalhe nevr had time to do anything else
lowed a $500 diamond.
He can now or talk about anything else. Unfortucharge for his voice and go on the nately, he never took that fickle Jade
grand opera stage.
"Fortune" into his calculations, and
after only a year of strivng most manSince he learned that Carnegie got fully to fulfill the duty of being
$114 for attending the Chadwick
case
he slipped on a piece of orange
Russell Sage may wish that Cassic peel and fractured the base of his
had selected his name.
skull. Pall Mall Gazette.
long-live-

Two

Chinese students are to be
admitted to West Point. Now we will
see how strong is the antihazing sentiment among the cadets.
Young

Cornelius

Vanderbllt is being mentioned as probable ambassador to Germany. Evidently his wife
is not jrat through with her mother-in-law- .
Mr. Rockefeller is going to put up
a $1,000,000 house. Russell Sage will
regard this as a sign that the great oil
magnate must be losing his mental
vigor.
Sonne savant has at last managed to
figure out that Aphrodite was an old
Must have been connected
womaj
with aBe Greek corps de ballet in
some way.
'

The Chicago board of education Is
thinking about establishing a special
school for wives of less than 14 years
of age. We hope the attendance will
not be large.
More than 100 American tourists
have barely escaped death in an eruption of Mt. Vesuvius. Same old story,
didn't know it was loaded and looked
down the crater.

The discussion in ihe New York Sun
of the question: "Do suckers bite?"
men,
refers to fish. The green-goodtherefore, haven't felt called upon to
take a hand in it.
s

d

Painting the Schoolhouse.
The late Rev. Mr. Wakefield was
an efficient member of the prudential
school committee of the town of Marlboro, Mass. At an annual town meeting the appropriations for the coming
year were the cause of some heated
discussions.
Mr. Wakefield advocated an appropriation for painting one of the
schoolhouses In the section near his
residence. The watchdog of the town
treasury strenuously objected that the
town could not afford it, and others
concurred in that view.
This opposition aroused Mr. Wakefield, and he exclaimed: "Mr.
we can paint that building for
less money than It costs my friend
each year to paint his nose."
It was a home thrust; the appropriation went through with a shout, and
in due time the schoolhouse was
painted red.
Mod--rato-

Made
Tride.
Vears ago, when the st tges used to
stop at East Lebanon, N. H., the tavern was kept by Landlord Barns.
Every fall the farmers usei1 to go to
the city with the produce. One fall
when they passed through, the good
landlord had just burled his wife, and
the travelers pitied him.
When the next fall came, and one
of the travelers arrived, he said to
the landlord: "I have pitied you all
this year for losing your wife. It was
a hard blow."
"I don't know about that," replied
the landlord. "I married another
woman with a boy big enough
to
work, and $500. I made a good
G--

:

The Californian who threatens to
shoot on sight the man who marries
his divorced wife has found a way
that probably never occurred to the trade."
other divorce reformers.

Yawning for Health.
At a time whon a leading literary
A German expert on gymnastics anjournal can hold a symposium with
the hideous title of "The Slump in nounces that one need not. go to a
Poetry" It Is not hard to believe that
gymnasium in search of a
the aforesaid slump exists.
course in health-givinexercises.
Deep yawning practiced as a regular
The matrimonial engagement of the exercise Is the cheapest and surest
German crown prince is furnishing as road to perfect health. We are still
many good news stories as any other familiar with the theory that systeEuropean political movement except matic deep breathing Is an excellent
the war In which Russia is engaged. thing for the lungs, and it is on
similar grounds that yawning is recThe expansion of the
Without wishing to underrate the ommended.
merits of rhinoceros meat as a table breist bones and the stretching of
delicacy, we have no hesitation In the arms which accompany a wholesaying that the hippopotamus looks as hearted yawn, together with the fillIf its flesh would be tenderer and ing of the lungs form a splendid dally
exercise.
Juicier.

d

g

That week draws nigh, that dreadBoy's Fish Story.
ful week, when feeling spring astir
In the liuie village of Woodville,
within her blood, the housewife Mass., lives a small boy, with a roguish
drives us forth and mops and scrubs eye, red cheeks and deep dimples,
and changes things around until the aged four years, and he answers to
house is clean.
the name of Dana. He went into his
aunt's bouse one day and remarked:
A woman has gol a verdict of $?,300
"I have been fishing."
for a kick by a horse. This may
She looked up with surprise and
seem a good deal to the horse's owner, but comparatively few women said: "Did you put the worms oi
would be willing to be kicked by a you rself."
"No! I put them on the hook," he
horse for that.
instantly replied.

After having been imprisoned In a
summer cellar by a snow drift, without food and water, for twenty-twdays, a Pennsylvania cat Anally came
out apparently none the worse for
her experience but how she miaowed
for milk!

Again the Simple Life.
owe my newsboy fifty cents, the
rent is overdue, the ber man's bill is
now Immense and so's the coal man's
too. The ice man has not yet been
paid, and, though he has been nice,
his bill, I am very much afraid, will
Archeologists have unearthed docu- have to go on ice. I've owed my
mentary evidence that a certain Egyp- tailor for a year, and regret to say
now my job to queer untian teacher received what amounted he threatens
I hocked my
pay.
I
promptly
less
to $23 for twelve months' work In the
to buy a present for my
year 100. So the college professor's watch
salary seems to have evoluted some- wife, and I'd just like to know how
can lead the simple life? Houston
what, after all.
(Texas Chronicle.
1
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1
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Christian Endeavor Society.
The Young People's Society for
Christian Endeavor was twenty-fivyears old In 1904, and its founder, the
Rev. Dr. F. E. Clark, says that was
one of Its most prosperous years. It
has thriven amazingly during Its comparatively short career and now has
05,327 societies all told, with an uggre
gate membership of 3,019,(100.
In Europe the number of societies
doubled last year, and there are now
about 500. The order has extended into
China and Japan; In the latter coun
try ten different denominations arc
united In the association, the Presby
tcrians leading. India has over GO'
societies; there is one in Jerusalem'
the Armenian Christians have taken It
up; Persia reports forty associations
Syria, twenty; Korea about a dozen
and they are scattered here and ther
throughout Africa wherever mission
ary efforts have extended. It Is Ortnlj
roctel in Australia and Inst year tlu
junior rally In Melbourne called to
gether 10,000 boys and girls with their
fathers and mothers.
e

Fame a Wild Beast.
"Literary fame," said a
author whose name a few years ago
was In everybody's mouth," Is more
easily caught than kept. He who has
a reputation to maintain lias a wild
beast in his house which he must
constantly feed or it will feed on him.
He who writes i,n a modern language
is but .he vulclde of his own fame,
scribbling with saml what the next
wave of time will obliterate; he gets
a thort respite, not a pardon, froi.i
oblivion."
well-know-

Lulu Sower, plaintiff, vs. Willis
K
Bower, defendant.
To the ubove mimed defendant:
You are hereby
notified
the
above named plaintiff has that
brought
suit agulnst you in the District Court
for Tuoa county, New Mexico,
object of Kuid HUlt being to obtainthea decree of divorce
from you on the
grounds of abandonment and
and for alimony.
And you are
hereby notified that unless you enter
your appearance in said cause on or
before the 10th day of May, A. D. 1905
judgment will be rendered in suld
cause ugaliiHt you by default and the
allegations In said complaint be taken
as true, and Judgment rendered thereon.
A. M. BEHOEHE.
Clerk of the DiMtrlct Court.
l)
ft
William McKean. attorney for plaintiff, Post office uddress, Taos, N. M.

Foot-Eas-

"Of course it Is unfortunate that your
husband has left you. but he'll live to
regret it." "I don t know; he took the
BOOK.

TEA
You can sec how mucTi
your confidence in us is worth.
It is the making of us.
Your grocer return
'
i Boat.

your money it you oW

UTn

ScJui! ui

,
old cliun. Jimv do you
to ktfH a. nrlrl whon the I'luipe-ro- n
Is rift; tit close oy?" Teddy "Why,

Freddy-"flay-

mHriiiKP

by

the rlmporon first."

imv
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Alabastine
Your
Walls

Just ask the doctor if there isn't
danger of disease in your walls.
Don't take our word for itask him.
Make him tell you.
There is only one perfectly sanitary and hygienic wall covering.
That is Alabastine made ftom
Alabaster rock then colored with

mineral colorings.
Alabastinb is cleanly, because it
is made from pure rock Alabaster
rock and pure water. It is not stuck
on with sour paste nor smelly glue.
When your walls need covering,
you don't need to wash Alabastine
off. Just add another coat, for Alabastine is antiseptic as well as
beautiful. The most beautiful decor-

;

ations are possible with Alabastine.

Any decorator or painter can put It on.
Van uotild do It yourself. Insist on Ala
battine being doltvered In the origin.:
package. It la your only safeguard
against substitution of worthless
Write for hcautirul tlot card
and free suggestions.
your dealer can't stiffly you, send us his
name ami we will r thai you have Alabastine

If

ALABASTINE

When Your Grocer Says
he does not have Defiance Starch, you
may be sure he Is afraid to keep It until his stock of 12 oz. packages are
sold. Defiance Starch is not only better than any other Cold Water Starch,
but contains 16 oz. to the package and
sells for same money as 12 oz. brands.

COMPANY.

Urant Ave, Graud Itaplds, Mich.
iVe York Office, 105 Water St.

Trail
a Fish Brand iF?s h brand
,
Slicker, used for

On the
wi(b

I
Oh, dear!
dread the
of my thirtieth birthday.
Why, I supposed you had forgotten it long ago.

Maude

Oltcker
Pommel
-

an overcoat when
cold, a wind cent
when windy, a rain coat when it rained,
and for a cover at night if we got to bed,
and I will say that I have gotten more
comfort out of your slicker than any Other
One article that 1 ever owned."

thought
Clara

TEA

(The name
unsollHtndj

tmt aWr.ai of the writer of thti

lettt--

may

bo

had on application.)

Wet Weather Garments

for Riding, Walking, Working or Sporting.
HIGHEST AWARD WORLD'S FAIR, 1904.

Does it pay to advertise?
Depends on circumstances.
What c rcumstances?
The tea and the dealing.
Your grocer warns your money ii you don't
chilling', bate.

e,

A

Best of Backs Give Out Under the
Burden of Daily Toil.
Lieutenant George G. Warren, of
No. 3 Chemical, Washington, D. C,
says: "It's an honeBt fact that Doan's
Kidney
Pills did
me a great lot of
good, and If It
were not true I
would not recommend them. It was
the strain of lifting that brought
on kidney trouble
and weakened my
back, but since us
ing Doan's Kidney Pills I have lifted
I
600 pounds and felt no bad effects.
have not felt the trouble come back
since, although had suffered for five
or six yearm, and other remedies had
not helped me at all."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
cents. Foster-Milbur-

A. J. TOWER CO.
BOSTON,

O.S.A.

ThaSltmof th.FilH

$TflUt3

TOWER CANADIAN
CO., Limited
CANADA

TORONTO,

Ix'tjs
SB

NEW PENSION LAWS SENT
FREE

When some men meet a creditor they
either tear up the street or turn down
an alley.

Auuly to NATHAN HIl'KFORD, 014 F Ht,
WasulDCton. D. C.
W, N. V. DENVER. NO. 14. 1905.

Try me Just once and I am sure to
come again. Defiance Starch.
A lawyer may be happy though his
life Is lull of trlnlx.

When Answering Advertisements
Kindly Mention This Paper.

BAD STOMAQH
Attended with tainted, offensive, or foul
breath, bitter tuste, especially in the
morning, furred tongue, sick or bilious
headaches, poor or Irregular appetite,
sour stomach, "water brash," constipation with strong tendency to the blues,"
or despondency, are all relieved and radically cured by the faithful use of Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. No
man can be stronger than his stomach;
when it gets out of order he becomos bilious, dyspeptic, hypochondriacal, peevish
and "out of sorts"; he feels languid,
tired and " all fagged out."
Nothing will more speedily or permanently invigorate and tone into action,
liver and bowels than Dr. i'ierce's Golden
Medical Discovery. It Is commiunded
from the active medicinal principles extracted from native medicinal plants,
without the use of alcohol, not a. drop of
which enters Into Its composition. Tho
benefit felt from Its use Is not, therefore,
due to alcoholic exhlllration. and consequently of gburt duration, but is enduring and perinaiient.
The groat majority of diseases have
their inception In a bad stomach, indigestion, biliousness and impure blood.
Among those diseases are deadly consumption,
and exhaustion,
nervous prostration
body torturing rheumatism, insanity-breedinneuralgia, emaciating malaria
and all manner of dlstiguring blood and
skin diseases. Dr. Pie roe's OoMan Medical Discovery is a cure for all these diseases, if taken In anything Ike reasonable time. It Is not a cure-all- .
but cures
the diseases mentioned for tho reason
by
they
aggravated
are
and
caused
that
the same disorders. It makes the appedigestion
perfect, the liver
tite keen, the
active, the blood pure and builds firm
flesh and healthy nerve liber. Don't lie
dealer into
wheedled by a
taking something else said to be "Just as
good, only that he may make a greater
profit. There's nothing "just as good "
as "Golden Medical Discovery." with its
record of cures extending over a third of
a century.
g

nerve-rackin-

of gratitude. I was, for several years, troubled
with severe stomach trouble, sick headCould not eat anyache and nervousness.
thing without exierlenclug the most agonizing pain. Had little appetite and was
nauseated My sick headaches were
most violent and I could not rest night or
day. I became emaciated and thorougiiiy
duspondettt, and no medicine that I could
take seemed to help me at all. It was my
father who suggested that I try your medicine and I am grateful to say that I had been
taking "Golden Medical Discovery" less
than live months when I was entirely cured,
aud can now eat anything without distress.
Miss Ross Stanley.
North Arlington, New Jersey.
Astor Avenue.
Cures When Everything Else Pails.
Dn. R. V. Piebck. Buffalo. N. Y. :
Dear Sir I am happy to say that I have
found Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
lo be a most efficacious remedy for stomach
trouble. For many years I could scarcely
eat anything without being dreadfully distressed at once, and was apt to vomit the
foot I used various medicines without good
effect. Later 1 tiought a bottle of Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery and It proved so
satisfactory that I lxught several more bottles of the medicine and used it until I was
entirely well. That was about four months.
Yoti may count on me for a staunch friend to
' Golden Medical Discovery." also to your
Sanitarium, which 1 know to be one of the
best In the country.

g

penny-grabbin- g

A Great Sufferer Cured.
Dn. It. V. Pierce. Buffalo. N. Y.:
Dear Sir-- My health la better now than It
has been Itefore for many years, and I owe u
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery a debt

90s Riley Street.

Asa

M.

Williams,

Buffalo. N. Y.
Dr. I'iorce's 1000-pag- e
Illustrated book,
"The Common Sense Medical Adviser,
is sent free in paper covers, on receipt of
one-ce121
stamps to pay cost of mailing

oniu. For 31 stamps the
volume will lie sent. Addross Dr. R. V.
l'lerce, Hutfalo, N. Y.
When the "Golden
Medical Discovery " Is not unite
laxative enough, as in obstinate constipa
tion, the little, pleasant,
" Pellets " should be taken to aid the
" Discovery." One or two for a laxative,
two to four for a cathartic. They alone
have been known to cure many bad cases
of stomach trouble, dyspepsia and indigestion. They act on the liver and
regulate the bowels.
Put up in glass
vials, corked, therefore, always fresh
cloth-houn-

d

Dr. Pierce's

sugar-coate-

d

Pleasant Pellets.

mWCHBSTBR
NEW RIVAL" BLACK POWDER SHELLS.
It's the thoroughly modern and scientific system of load-

liar-telle-

I

o

fr

Atc Yoor Dealer for Allen's
powder. It rests the feet. Cures Corns,
Bunions, Swollen, Sore, Hot.Callous, Aching,
Sweating Feet and Ingrowing Nails. Allen's
e
makes new or tight shoes easy. At
all Druggists and Shoe, stores, 25 cants. AcSample mailed Fast.
no
substitute.
cept
Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
Foot-Run-

THE STRAIN OF WORK.

ing and the use of only the best materials which make
Winchester Factory Loaded " New Rival " Shells give bet
ter pattern, penetration and more uniform results gener-sll- y
thsn any other shells. The special paper and the Winchester patent corrugated head used In making "New
Rival" shells give them strength to withstand reloadiug.
BE SURE TO GET WINCHESTER MAKE OF SHELLS.
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HOTBEDS OF CONSUMPTION
HUD RIVER,

NEW

MEXICO.

Penal Institutions in Many States Proved
Breeding Places of Tuberculosis

IT'S

SHAME

A

That a rool and his father's money
re soon parted.
That a genius can do almost any
fiing except make a living.
That fortune usually has gloves on
at a man's door.

when sho knocks

That many sermons cease to be Interesting when the dinner bell rings.
That sound money Is the kind that
jingles in the other fellow's pockets.
That there Is no insurance against
the flames kindled by a woman's eyes.
That a man must make his way in
the world while a woman merely has
hers.
That a policeman, like a rainbow,
seldom appears until after the storm
Is aver.
That about, the only men who get
satisfaction by going to law are the
lawyers.
That about the time you succeed in
breaking In a pair of shoes your feet
break out.
That the man who has money to
throw at the birds is always afraid of
spraining his wrist.
That some writers never succeed In
disturbing the truth that lies at the
bottom of an
ink-wel- l.

That more than 4.000 coupling de
vices have been patented, yet thou
sands of bachelors and maids are go
Ing it alone.

That while the fabric of a ready-madgarment may not be of the best
the fabrications of the dealer are usu-alltho real thing.
FLORIDA SUNSHINE.
Small souls often cast big shadows.
A man can give himself away
out meaning to be generous.

with-

Those who look down on their
bors seldom have far to look.

neigh-

People who "?ot In on the ground
floor" are apt to slam the door behind

them.
If we could see Into the future,
blindness would soon be considered
a blessing.

The less a woman has in her purse
the moro determined she Is to carry
it in her hand.
It's curious, but the average man
feels silly when he hears himself referred to as "good."

It is the duty of the state to protect
Its citizens even those condemned to
pass a term of years In jail. The danger to the inmates of prisons, from
pulmonary disease, has only lately
been realized.
A short time since a
man who had served a sentence In
the Ohio penitentiary, declared that
to send him back meant death by
tuberculosis. Inquiry was made. The
head physician announced that the
building m a hotbed of consumption. A prominent official stated that
a ten years' sentence was equivalent
to condemning a man to death by

boy Into a basement room, which was
fitted up as a complete carpenter's
shop, and gave him tho following advice, which he considered would bo of
more value to him than anything ho
had ever written:
"You know I am a doctor, and this
I believe
shop is my medicine.
that
every man must have a hobby tjiat
i.T as
different from his regular work
as It Is possible to be. It Is not
good for a man to work all tho time
at one thing.
So this is my hobby.
This is my change. I like to putter
away at these things.
Every day I
pulmonary tuberculosis.
try to come down here for an hour or
Or. S. A. Knopf, the greatest Ameriso. It rests me because It gives my
can authority on tuberculosis, was In- mind a complete change. For, whether
vited to visit the penitentiary. With- you believe it or not," he added, with
out hesitation he pronounced It the his inimitable chuckle, "to make a
most unsanitary penal institution he poem and to make a chair are two
had ever seen.
very different things.
The output of many prisons is
"Now, if you think you can learn
enough to convince of the truth of the something from me, learn that, and
above statements. The sallow com- remember It when you are a man.
plexions,
bodies, sunken Don't keep always at your business,
weakened
chests of the
all aro the whatever it may be. It makes no
stamp of murderous prison hygiene. difference how much you like It. The
All the rules for combatting the great more you like It. the more dangerous
white plague are reversed. For sun- it Is. When you grow up, you will
light, they are given darkness; for understand what I mean by an 'outfresh air, a damp, musty atmosphere; let.' Every man must have an 'outfor
life a weary
let' a hobby that Is, In his life, and
grind, a large part spent within the It must be so different from his regunarrow confines of a single cell.
lar work that It will take his work
Is It not enough to take from a fel- Into an entirely different direction.
low being his liberty and appropriate We doctors call it a 'safety valve,'
tho labor of his hands, without forc- and It Is. I would much rather," coning him to live under such conditions? cluded the poet, "you would forget all
Dare the stafn continue to condemn that I have ever written than that you
nnv of Its citizens to such a death? should forget what I tell you about
Shall the sentence in
public prison having a safety valve."
cease at Its legal expiration, or shall
the poor victim continue to suffer
For a Cold.
The daily cold bath Is one of the
from Its dire effects until he fills a
safeguards against
irost effective
consumptive's grave?
taking cold. Of equal Importance is
In this day of
agitation. It would seem that public abundance of fresh air In the sleepInstitutions, whether asylums, schools, ing apartment. Upon the first sympprisons or r sembly halls should be toms of "a cold," deep breathing exthe first to be brought inder proper ercises In the open air or in a well
sanitary conditions.
It is useless, ventilated room should be taken at
In
nearly all
hopeless to educate the masses In re- frequent Intervals.
gard to the cure and prevention of cases where this simple treatment Is
tuberculosis and then maintain at taken, there will be no further
of the cold, and the symppublic expense hotbeds for the development of consumptives to be fin- toms will disappear. A doctor connected with a large Institution for
ally turned loose in the community.
children recently tried this method
i:pon the inmates with surprising sucThe Tonic Use of Water.
Cold water Is the universal tonic. cess.
"There Is nothing," he writes,
The best time for taking a cold bath
for tonic effect is just after getting "more Irritable than a rough. For a
cut of bed in the morning, when the timo I have been so fully assured of
this tha,t I determined, for one minbody Is warm.
A cold bath should
never be taken when one is chilled. ute at least, to lessen the number of
One not accustomed to cold bathing coughs eieard In a certain ward of
should begin carefully with water not the hospital of tho Institution. By
colder than 75 deg. F. The bath should the promise of rewards and punishbe short, not to exceed a minute, and ments. I succeeded in having the chilfor feeble persons not more than fif- dren simply hold their breath when
teen or thirty seconds when applied tempted to cough, and in a little while
to the whole surface.
The bath I was myself surprised to see how
should be immediately followed by some of the children entirely recovrubbing and exercise for fifteen to ered from the disease.
"Let a person, when tempted to
thirty minutes. There should always
be good reaction; that is. the whole cough, draw a long breath, and hold
surface, including the hands and feet, it until it warms and soothes every
and some benefit will soon
should quickly become warm.
The
The
Lath should not be followed by lan- be received from this process.
guor, headache, lassitude or other in- nitrogen which is thus refined acts
dications of excessive reaction. When as an anodyne to the mucous memone experiences such symptoms, the brane, allaying the desire to cough,
Indication is that the bath was too and giving the throat and lungs a
long or too cold or not followed by chance to heal."
sufficient exercise. For feeble, very
RECIPES.
ouiig or elderly persons the water
used should rarely be lower than 88
Barley Soup. Soak a cun of pearled
degrees to 75 degrees in winter. The
hath' should be taken in a suitably barley over nlsht and cook In plentv
of water until well done, but not
warmed room.
mushy. At proper periods add to It a
portion each of minced onion, sliced
As We Live, We Are.
If we look dow.i, then our shoulders cabbage and okra. diced carrots and
stoop.
If our thoughts look down, turnip, salt and enough tomatoes to
then our character bends. It Is only give an appetizing flavor and color. A
when we hold our heads up that our little seasoning may be required.
with
Noodles
Cranberries. Beat
body becomes erect. It is only when
our thoughts go up that our life be- well one egg. or more according to
the need, incorporating with each a
comes erect.
tables pooilftll of cold water and a
Physiology in English Public Schools. pinch of salt. Knead In flour sufficient
to make a stiff dough.
as thin
Sixteen thousand English physi- a", thin pasteboard. Let ItRoll
dry on one
cians have signed a petition r&quost-inside and then on the other, frequently
Parliament to Inaugurate syste- turning
It. but do not let It become
matic instruction in tho public dry enough to crack
when rolled. Roll
schools of Great Britain in relation It very
compactly: with a very sharp
to the preservation of health, especicut thin slices from the end
ally in relation to the evil effects of knife
et these dry thoruntil all Is uBed.
It is hoped that
alcoholic drinks.
oughly (they may be prepared sevthis pciltlon will be granted.
eral days before needed) and cook In
boiling salted water about twenty
Slaughter of the Innocents.
minutes.
Drain In a colander, and
A study of statistics reveals the tergive a dash of cold water to prevent
f
rible fact that nearly
of all pastiness.
Reheat, and serve with
the human beings born Into the world strained cranberry
sauce as a dressdie before the age of five years. In ing. Any
fruit may be used.
the city of Stetten. Germany, nearly Any of the other
various forms of macaroni
f
473 out of every thousand
may be substituted for the noodles.
die during the first year of their lives.
Stuffed Potatoes. Bake smooth poIn Ireland. Scotland. Norway and Sweden, where children are given better tatoes until Just done. Cut In halves
remove the lnsldes, being
care, have more outdoor life, and lengthwise,
not to tear the skins. Mash,
careful
more Intelligent attention Is given to
season, and return to the shells. Have
feeding, the number of deaths Is only
slightly
salted, stiffly
as many as In the city ready some
beaten eeg to cover the top of each
of Stetten. being ten per cent.
piece. Place on a tin In the oven to
Physicians are coming to recognize brown and warm.
use
of
cow's milk, which is
that the
Creamed Turnips. Dice turnips and
Infected with the germs of tubercu- boll until tender, having salted them
losis, is one of the most active of a while before draining.
Somewhat
all the causes of death among young n.ore than cover them with rich milk.
children. This should be rememWhen boiling Lot pour in slowly some
bered In the artificial feeding of In- braided flour, gently shaking the ketfants. The milk should either be tle to Insure the even thickening of
boiled or well scalded before being the dressing. Cook a few minutes
fed to the Infant.
This rule should and Berve.
be universally observed for adults as
Lanse Brog. Beat one egg Into one
well as for children, and, If applied, cup of milk. Add salt anil a spoonful
will save thousands of lives annually.
of sugar. Dip Into It slices of stale
bread and brown them nicely on a
A Safety Valve.
pancake griddle.
Serve
In the ladles' Home Journal a while hot.
writer tells of an Interesting visit
Squash
Custard. Prepare squash
which he paid when a boy to the the sar.ie as for pies. Bake in a shal"Autocrat of the Breakfast Table." low pudding dish without crust and
Alter breakfast Dr. Holmes took the serve cold.
r

i

air-cel-

There may be "plenty of room al
the top," but the climbing Is not
what It is cracked up to be.
Wealth may not bring happiness,
but most of us think we could get
next to It if we had the money.
The failures of this world are the
truest tokens of the next. Florida
Times-Union-

.

FEFLECTIONS OF

A

BACHELOR.

A girl that Is engaged Is like a boat
carrying topsails in a gale.

Maybe it's the way a widow seems
to believe in you that makes you be
lleve In her.

There is something about a circus
that carries a man back so far he almost forgets he is married.
A man could have just as much fun
drinking soda water if It was against
the law and sermons were preached
against it.
'

It takes a woman to jam into an inch
of space on a street car seat and then
look as if you were trying to sit close
to her to insult her. New York Press.
POINTED

PARAGRAPHS.

man wills his
cause she wills it.
A

wife,

money

A woman's tongue Is mightier than
a man's strong right arm.

Umbrellas and
lost are seldom regained.
self-respe-

when

When a bachelor wants to jolly a
married woman he tells her he g
torry he didn't meet her before It was
.too late.

It's easier for a girl to raise a row
than it Is for a youth to raise a mustache.
It's as cowardly to speak ill of a
man behind his back as it is dangerous to say It to his face.
Cleanliness is said to be next to
godliness, yet one seldom sees a laundry next door to a church.
doesn't fish for a diamond
ring in her mother's wash-tub- .
A girl

There Is no telling what a day may
bring forth. A man may be happy
and married

to-da-y

g

one-hal-

be-

to Be

one-hal-

well-oile-

GIANT TASK IN RAILROAD BUILDING

THE

Two Carloads of Powder in a Single Blast $250.-00- 0
Paid for One Mile of Track 2.629 Men
Employed on a Piece of Track Being
Built for the Wabash System.

REACHED AFTER EIGHT YEARS OP
COMPLICATED TROUBLES.

Cumberland,

Md., May 2. "Look
Look out! It's going off!" was
the wild cry henrd a few days ago In
Paw Paw, a small mountain encircled
West. Virginia town, on the new line
of the Wabash, twenty miles east of
Cumberland, when the ringing of
bells and blowing of whistles gave
the warning that In a few minutes
the button would bo pressed that
would explode 8,000 pounds of giant
powder In the rocky mountain side
directly opposite and close to the
town.
For three days the people of Paw
Paw had watched men carrying can
after can of powder into the tunnels
dug into the face of rocks. As the
number of cans disappearing In the
mountain side Increased the alarm of
the people grew, and some In terror
left the town, while those remaining
filled their ears with cotton and waited for they knew not what.
At last, when 325 cans of powder,
8,125 pounds, had been emptied
in

out!

the arms extending right and left
from the Inner ends of the two
tunnels, wires laid and the tunnel
closed, the electric button was nress-ed- .
There was a deep, rumblli.g report, the whole earth seemed to rock
as though shaken by an earthquake
and tons of rock plunged forward and
toppled over Into the canal and river.
Carloads of Powder in One Blast.
Not a stone had been thrown a hundred feet toward the frenzied town,
but 20,000 yards of rock had been
torn from the mountain sib and many
precious days saved the contractors
who are building the "link" connecting the Western Maryland railroad at
Cherry Run with the West Virginia
Central railroad at Cumberland, and
thus
bringing
nearer realization
George Gould'.i dream of making the
Wabash railroad an ocean to ocean
line.

It was only the proximity of this
blast to a town that made it particularly prominent on this railroad construction that is requiring a blast
for almost every foot, of the roadbed.
In fact It was a small one In comparison to some that have been fired. In
one blast, in Sidling Hill mountain,
the charge consisted of 1,400 .cans
of powder, just two carloads, and
when It was put oft roci s weighing
half a ton were hurled through the
air hundreds of yards, acvoss the Potomac river and striking telegraph
poles along the Baltimore & Ohio railroad broke them off close to the
ground.

awocitwcu,.j
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laborers' camp was located on top of
the mountain and the men constructt
ed a
ladder leading up the
precipitous face of rocks from the
mouth of the tunnel, and this ladder
they ascended and descended many
times a day.
In the construction of the Indigo
tunnel, a method never before employed In the East, and rarely elsewhere,
is being employed.
This is the greatest tunnel on the line, being 4,400
in
length.
feet
It passes through a
Sidling Hill mountain range and
makes the Wabash a straighter line
and ataiost a mile In three shorter
than the Baltimore & Ohio. It. Is being
made by drilling the heading (the full
width of the tunnel, twenty-fou- r
feet,
and nine feet high) through from the
bottom or at a grade level, and the
rock will be blown down until the
required height is reached. Old contractors, accustomed to driving the
beading through from the top, shake
their heads and pronounce this method a "costly
experiment." but
Bros, say the strata. Indigo
shale, is just right at this tunnel for
this method and are confident it will
be a success. The heading Is being
driven from both ends at the same
time and the men are within 100 feet
of each other, nine feet a day being
the progress made from each end.
The men working from the eastern
end have penetrated only eleven
Inches further than those coming
from the western side.
The "Stick Pile" Tunnel.
In order to cut a roadbed through
the masses of rock that rise straleht
150-foo-

up from the bed of the canal it was
necessary to wait until navigation
closed for the year. In the meantime
the holes for the blasts were all prepared and when the water was withdrawn, about a month later than
er
before, thousands of pounds of powder and dynamite were exploded In
these holes and the canal bed was
filled with earth and rock for
which must be removed within
the next two months.
The only place where the Wabash
leaves the canal and river for any
considerable distance is at Bayard,
thirty five miles east of Cumberland.
After crossing the Baltimore & Ohio
railroad, the river and canal, at a dizzy height on a 1.370-foo- t
bridge, five
t
channel spans with viaduct
approach. It strikes boldly Into the
mountains.
After running through
tremendous cuts, over deep ratines
and through the Stick Pile tunnel
1,600 feet in length, it emerges from
Its
run through the heart of
the mountain at Orleans, W. Va. This
Is considered
one of the heaviest
pieces of work on the line, but here
as at many other places, a comparatively straight line Is secured with
moderate grades and with a saving
of almost a mile over the Baltimore
& Ohio route.
The first work was done on this
connecting link on July 21, 1903, and
the contract called for its completion
In eighteen months.
The delay and
extra work occasioned by trouble
with the canal rendered its completion within contract time an impossibility.
Now, October 1. is the date
set for the opening of the road, but it
is claimed January 1, 1906, would be
a nearer date.
From Cherry Run to Hancock, ten
miles, the road is completed and trains
are running on It. For ten miles east
of Cumberland the roadbed is ready-to-r
the rails and the three bridges
are in course of erection. At numerous other places there are four and
five mile stretches
completed,
but
there remains a great amount of
difficult work to be done. It is only
the fact that work Is being rushed
day and night, regardless of weather
conditions and without regard to expense, that makes safe the prediction
many-mile-
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150-foo-
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five-mil- e
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u i
of If eart and
Overenme at Last.
Mr. Newman certainly had a very
tough timo w ith tho grip, and it is no
wonder that ho thinks that the remedy
that, cured him can't be beat. His case
shows how profoundly grip poisons the
system Ud how obstinately it resists all
ordinary efforts to eradicato it.
Few cases can lie worse than Mr. Newman's fo- - ho bad head, heart and stomach troubles combined with groat weakness. Ho recsutly snid :
" Tho attack of grip which I had eight
years ago left mo iu a very bud fix. I
became nearly deaf and my head ached
continually ami wns filled yvith hissing
and roaring sounds. My heart fluttered
ami had regular ruuiiing-awaspells.
My stomach was so sore that I could
hardly bear a touch on that part ol my
body. I had a great deal of pain in the
region of my liver and tho doctor said
that organ was enlarged. My kidneys
ached so at times that I could hardly

"I

It Is this necessity for almost continuous blasting thnt has done much
toward making this sixty-fivmile
strip of railroad construction the
most expensive of any built in recent
years, with the single exception of
the line over which the Wabash enters Pittsburg. The cost of building
the first five miles from Cumberland
averaged $250,000 a mile and the
average cost for the sixty-fivmiles
fs $100,000 a mile.
In building this
competing link, the Wabash has had
to contend with an unusually large
number of obstacles of a surprising
variety, some placed in the way by
nature, others by man.
Tunneling Through Solid Rock.
Until the advent of the Wabash It
was suppoBed there was no feasible
route through the narrow gaps In the
mountains between Cumberland and
Hancock, forty miles, save those followed by the Chesapeake and Ohio
canal and the Baltimore & Ohio railroad. It was this belief that has kept
life In the old waterway, life sustained by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad company to bar out any possible
rival. Some years ago the Hon. Henry
G. Davis, then owner of the West
Virginia Central railroad, had a route
surveyed through the country followed by the Wabash, but It was given
up as Impracticable. As a result, It Is
not surprising that the construction
of this road is proving one of the
greatest undertakings of years, requiring application of almost every
method known In railroad building
and the Ingenuity of contractors, who
have built railroads in almost every
state In the union, has been taxed to
the utmost.
Upon forty miles of this line there
2.629 men, 300 that not
are engaged
later than January 1, 1906,
animals, nine locomotives and nine the Wabash will have this line open
steam shovels. For eighteen months for traffic.
there has been no cessation of labor
Endurance of the Jap.
and it is hoped that In eight more the
In the orient there Is a new art of
work will be completed.
war depending upon a new style of
Obstacles to Be Met.
physique of a race which has never
before been put to this work. The
An idea of the difficulties encountered can be formed from the fact Jap Is short, stocky and blessed with
that this line in forty miles croBses muscles big enough for a much taller
the Potomac river nine times, the man. He is consequently able to do
Chesapeake & Ohio canal seven more work than a European of equal
times, the Baltimore & Ohio railroad weight. A rural
thinks
three times, passes through moun- nothing of distances for which we detain ranges and Bpurs by five tunnels, mand horses and In exceptional cases
varying in length from 700 feet to the rtckasbaw man has been known
4,400 feet, through ridges and hills to trot forty miles in a day dragging
by innumerable cuts, many of them the passenger. The dally drills of the
over fifty feet deep through solid rock soldiers Include athletic exercises too
and some almost a milo in length, and severe for the average European sol
that a great portion of the road Is dier, such as running up and down
being cut out of the rocky sides of long (lights of stairs. It Is not surmountain runges, directly above the prising, then, that their troops should
canal. One of the most unusual dif- cover long distances, and the reports
ficulties In railroad construction, and of four succesBlve days of thirty-five- ,
yet the most troublesome on this line twenty-five- ,
thirty and fifteen miles of
has been a disposition of the earth marching are perfectly credible. They
and rock removed in making the road- are reported to have marched forty-eigh- t
bed, a difficulty arising from the fact
hours without food and with
that the Wabash follows closely the little rest, and then to have fought
canal route. While waiting for legal well, though captured men have
right to bridge the old waterway it dropped asleep instantly. American
was necessary to push the construc Medicine.
e

n leal

Denrnraa.

tion work and to do this the contractors employed some striking methods.
At Welton tunnel,
mile south of
Cumberland, a large wheel was placed
on top of the mountain above the
tunnel entrance, cables were run
from this across the river and canal to
tho low land, where filling was neeeB-sary- ,
and the rork from the tunnel
was carried over in a large iron
,
c- t-

ENDJFTHE GRIP

I

It. l'nlpltntlon
Debility

stand."
" Didn't you give np and go to bed?"

he was aRked.
"No, I simply wouldn't. My head
an-my back ached dreadfully, but I
obstinately dragged myself about, kept
growing worso nud fiuully ran down to
almost nothing."
" What did you do to get relief?"
" First I tried a doctor, but he did me
no good. Then I took all kinds of advertised preparations but nothing proved
helpful until I began to use Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills. As soon as I got them I
knew that I had at last hit tho right
remedy for my case. The very first box
did moro for me than anything else I
had ever taken. They gave me relief
1

right away and in three mouths they
positively cured me. I think I was
senrcely ever in better health in my life
than I nm at present."
Mr. William A. Newman is a
n
Camden county farmer, living at
Sagrada, Missouri. His case was a
test tor any remedy, but Dr. Williams' Pink Pills met every requirement.
Other remedies merely drive the poison
of the grip into hiding, but Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills drive it out of the system.
They aro sold by every druggist.
well-know-

Kind Lady Here's a nickel; but
what are you crying for, little boy?
Little Boy I ain't ervin'. Dis is me
Tegular face.

the S nta Fe.
It would be a colossal undertaking to
double track the Santa Fe all 'he way
from Chicago to California and the
Gulf of Mexico.
To seriously suggest It now would
provoke a smile from men who know
the cost of such a project.
Yet it may happen some day, If business continues to increase as rapidly
as In the last decade.
This plan of two tracks from the
Great Lakes to Pacific Ocean does not
necessarily imply that the tracks will
be laid side by side. In many cases
will be used, thus saving l
mileage as well as train operation.
Double-Trackin-

cut-off- s

Using the term In its restricted
sense, by the end of 1905 the Santa Fe
will have more tlian 300 miles of double track in operal'on. Second tracks
are now being built as follows: To finish the gap between Chicago and Joli-et- ;
between several points in Missouri,
aggregating 40 miles; to complete the
;
Emporia
east, west and south
of Newton, In Kansas, and .n both
cut-off-

sides of Raton Mountain,
and New Mexico.

in Colorado

I tniii Mr, PI nohem that lie hadn't
a frientl in
world," said the indignant citizen. "And what lll he say."
"He said hp was glail of it, as a man
Without frtcnils Is in no danger of
being asked to lend money."

TEA
Is thereanythinggoodthat
isn't advanced by good tea?

Is there anything bad that
isn't kept down by good tea ?
If you don't get the biggest and best
H'a your own fault. Defiance Starcb
Is for sale eterywhere and there la
positively nothing to equal it In quality or quantity.
"Have you had any nice, new dishes
sinit- - you got that expensive cook?"
"v"8 ten or a dozen. She smashes
Just as many as the old one did."
$100

Reward, $100.

Tbc reader, uf thla paper will be pleaaed to learm
tbal t be re 1. at loaat one dreaded, dtaeaae tbat ecteace
ba been able to cure to all lie atagee. and tbal la
Catarrb.
Hall'a Catarrb Curt Iu tba only poaltlT
cure
known Ui the medical fraternity. Catarrb
being a contltlullonal dlaeaae. require a conaum-Uontreauiicnt. Hall'a Catarrb Cure la taken Internally, acting directly upon tbe blood and inucoue
eurfacee of tbe ay.teni, thereby deatroylng tba
foundation of the dlaeaae, and giving the patient
trength by building up tbe con.tltutlon and aa.l.t-Innature In dulng H. work. The pruprtclore nave
ao much faith In tu curative powera that they offer
One llumlred Dollara for any caae tbal II fell o
cure. Seud lor liar of leattmonlala,
Addreae K. J. CI1KNKY
CO., Toledo, O.

!'..,.

Sold by all
Take Hall'a Family I'llla for conallpaUoa.

Misfortune comes iu pairs to the man
whose opponent holtls three of a kind.
Storekeepers report that the extra
quantity, together wlfh the superior,
quality of Deflanee Starch makes It
next to Impossible to seil any othet
brand.
There is a great tVul of money In It
go Into politic.
for t lie iiiuu who
ilut-Hn-

TEA
There's a difference in advertisements.
Also in tea.
Tour grocer retuma your money If you
Ilka Schilling a beat.

Nothing In euater than for a woman to
fool clever man, eMperiully It be iaa'l.

I

MIKADO'3

COMING HOME AT LAST.

ARE 8TRONQ.

NERVES

Mine Explosion

Way

No

In

SURE

Japan's Emperor.
DENVER
Mutsohtto, the emperor of Japan, Is
nhout as stoical and Impassive as nn
American

Indian.

When Prof. Milne,

the greatest living seismologist, was
studying earthquakes In the far east,
he spent some years In the Toklo university. In that Island empire earthquakes occur two or three times a
day sometimes. The professor's researches and experiments attracted
the attention of the mikado, for whoso
pleasure a sham earthquake was arranged. On a waste piece of the
ground the professor caused to lie
erected some buildings, beneath which
explowere quantities of powerful
sives. The emperor pressed the button and the mines exploded with terrific force.
His majesty Temalned
calm and imperturable. He had neither started nor blinked.
Motionless
and Impassive, he watched the scene.
Then, just on taking his leave, he
uttered the one word, "Really!"

New York World.
MOURN LOSS OF JEFFERSON.

Veteran of the Stage Beloved by

All

Theater-Goer- .

Joseph Jefferson was undoubtedly
the best loved of American actors. The
reolder generation of theater-goermember htm as the leading exponei t.
if not the originator of a new school
of acting In which simplicity took the
place of traditional stage art and mannerisms. The younger generation remembers him as Rip Van Winkle, a
character which he made ever more
attractive as he grew older.
In the late '50s Jefferson was asso
ciated with the most popular players
cf the time. Those who were with
him on the stage and those who heard
him felt the influence of his new me'h-od- .
It appealed to the most artistic,
the most critical, as well as the humblest of playgoers.
This quality of Jefferson's playing
attached actors and people to him
when he first played "Asa Trenchard."
In 1858, as It did when he first played
"Rip Van Winkle." seven or eight
years later. On this point the recollections of Edwin Booth, Couldock.
Sothern. Bouclcault and Raymond as
to first impression are not notably different from those of the unsophisticated enthusiast from t lie country or
the playworn first nlghter of the city.
The art of Jefferson touched ali,
and certain modulations of voice and
simple gestures and poses gave keenest pleasure every time they were re
membered.
Only those whose memories cover
forty years can understand what Jefferson's "Rip Van Winkte" meant to
the generation that first heard it. It
was like a revelation to the infrequent theater-goer- ,
and did more to
break down prejudice against the
stage than any other play ever presented.
Clergymen and thousands of men
and women who had never entered a
theater counted It an event in their
lives to see Jefferson in "Rip Van
Winkle." Men did not know why they
laughed and cried like children, and
they did not care. There was a magic
In the drama that had been there before, and Jefferson was the magician.
At first It wns Jefferson the actor
that, the people loved. Then they came
to love Jefferson, the man. "Rip Van
Winkle" was a means of revealing to
old and young a personality as wholesome in its influence as any ever associated with the stage.
In summing up Jefferson's career
It Is enough for people to say "Rip
Called upon to give
Van Winkle."
him rank among the great actors of
out of a hunthe world, ninety-nindred people would count it superfluous
to say more than "Rip Van Winkle."
And yet "Rip Van Winkle" would not
mean so much to the world, could not
hold first place In so many hearts, had
It not been for the consummate art.
the genial spirit, u..d the simple
human nature of the very human old
s

AFRAID OF A LITTLE

DIRT.

Why Young Men Exhibit No Fondness for Horseshoe Trade.

Master horseshoers throughout the
country complain that they are having
difficulty in securing a sufficient num
ber of young men to learn that trade.
It takes a man of judgment to properly
shoe a horse and to comply with all
the regulations governing that calling.
Humane methods of horseshoeing have
made necessary an amount of study
and experience that mopt young men
will not undertake and acquire unless
it promises a better position in life
than that of a master horseshoer. The
trouble is that when boys acquire the
education and knowledge called for by
the state regulations they feel that
they are entitled to "a better position"
than that of a blacksmith. False pride
is at the bottom of most of this feeling
of distaste for the ancient and honorable trade of the blacksmith. Skilled
horseshoers earn wages far exceeding
those at the command of workers in
many trades and
professions
that are not so "dirty." It is the grime
and sweat that the blacksmith must
dabble in and exude that stand out iu
the eyes of too many young men who
are thinking of making a start In life,
Binghamton (N. Y.) Press.
GOES TO POST

IN SWEDEN.

Helpful Millionaire.
Dupont,
the millionaire
Coleman
powder manufacturer of Wilmington,
Del., rode down to his office on the
rear platform of a street car the other
morning.
Tne conductor, a new man.
was slow in collecting fares, and Mr.
Dupont pulled the bell rope half a
dozen times to let passengers on. At
one corner an old woman with a- - market basket stood waiting. The millionaire lifted her basket on board,
helped the old woman up the steps
and paid her fare, smiling at her pro-

fuse thanks.

Statesmen Own Fine Farm.
Congressman Hull of Iowa and Congressman WadBworth of New York
jointly own a fine farm In Virginia, a
short distance down the river from
Former Interstate
Mount Vernon.
Commissioner Yeomans,
Commerce
also of Iowa, was interested in the
agricultural venture, but recently he
has withdrawn, leaving his two partners to carry on the business. They
have a very comfortable residence
fitted up there, with electric lights
and other fixings unknown to tru er
dlnary farmer.

DRY

After Years of Experience, Advises Women In
Regard to Their Health.
Mrs. Martha Pohlman
Avenue,
who is a
graduate Nurse from the
Block ley Training School,

of f5 Chester
Newark, N. J.,

he stayed and attendthj3
Injured mem
of
some
ed
bers of the royal family, battling
with the necromanclng court physicians so that he might save the
His medical skill led the
wounded.
emperor to establish a royal hospital,
The emwith Dr. Allen In charge.
peror himself fell sick, was cured by
Dr. Allen and the doctor was made
court physician, a place of great influIn 1890
ence, which he holds
he was made secretary of the United
States legation at Seoul.
fled from Seoul,

FOR BABIES.
Is

No

Friend

of

suifants, has instituted an anti-raccide movement along unique lines.
Every child born In Greenfield hereafter will receive from Mr. Davenport
a savings bank account of fifty cents.
Mr. Davenport's main hope of inspiring interest in a plentiful crop of
Infants Is an annual baby show to be
The proceeds of the
held in May.
show he proposes to devote to boys'
club work, thus encouraging children
of tender years, though too old for
President Roosebaby show honors.
velt has approved Mr. Davenport's
baby show plan and has signified his
appreciation of the 4'ompliment of
having his likeness on souvenir badges
among
will be distributed
which
Franklin county babies. The trump
card of Mr. Davenport will be an attempt to obtain the presence of President Roosevelt at the Fhov.

HsRHr

t Philadelphia, and for
six years Chief Clinic
Nurse at the Philadelphia
Hospital, writes the letter
printed below. Bbc has
the advantage of personal
experience, besides her
professional education,
and what she has to say
may be absolutely relied

"However, we do not count all the
waste of water because several spells
of drought might seriously draw upon
the reserve supply. In building Cheesman dam, however, we have looked far
Into the future and endeavored to Insure an amply supply of water for the
city of Denver for all time. Our location is magnificent, there being a
-shed
of 1,796 square miles of timber contributory to Cheesman lake.
"Denver is much better off than
either Chicago and New York, which
always have been handicapped by a
lack of water. I believe that the big
Croton project In New York will, in
twenty years, cost fully one hundred
or even two hundred million dollars to
Insure an adequate water supply for
New York. The expense will be
a continuous one for that length
of time, for in Bplle of all the work
done, they will have to tap the Hudson river ind filter Its water to Increase the supply.
"Our supply has been assured at
much less expense and we feel that
with what has been accomplished.
Denver Is safe as regards its water
supply for all time." Denver
water-

No Luncheon for Secretary Taft.
Secretary Taft In his triple role of GlhL WHO MARRIED COACHMAN.
acting president a.id head of the state
and war departments Is enjoying full
opportunity to show his great capacity
for work.
For weeks he has never
left, his office from about 9:30 in the
morning until 5 o'clock in the afternoon unless to attend a meeting or to
man who died at Palm Beach on Sun- pay an official visit. Secretary Taft
has told some of his Intimates that
day. Chicago Inter Ocean.
he does not believe In the luncheon
Small Estates in England.
meal anyway.
"When I get down to
It Is considered strange that in Eng- work I want to keep at It until I get
land ouly one will disposing of as rid of It," he said. "Luncheon is a
much as $5,000,000 had been filed dur- superfluous meal and it breaks up the
ing the financial year ending March day."
31. The average number of such wills
Indian Woman in D. A. R.
has been between Ave and six. Thus,
Mrs. Carrie F. Adams of Fort Gibin 1900 there were nine estates with a
total of nearly $100,000,000; In 1901, son, I. T., Is the only Daughter of the
eight estates, total value more than American Revolution who Is descend$50,000,000; In 1902, five estates, with ed from Indian blood. One of her
the same total; In 1903, five estates ancestors was John Ross, who was
valued at $40,000,000, and In 1904. chief of the Cherokee nation for forty
Her husband, Richard C.
three estates valued at $25,000,000. Of years.
twenty-fou- r
of the richest testators
Delaware Indian, who for
Adams, Is
only one was under 60 years of age several yep-- s past has been reprewhen he died; fourteen were over 70 senting his people in their material
Miss Nancy Carnegie of Pittsburg,
years old and six more than 80 years. claiiiis before tne department of the
year ago to James
The average age was 744 years. John interior ant', the Dawes commission. whose marriage a coachman,
became
Dawson, who left $3,500,000, was 99 He is a direct descendant of Capt. Hever, a former
l
who was an officer In the public a few days ago. is Andrew
years old. The earl of Strathmore, White
)' favorite niece.
revolutionary war.
aged 79 years, left $4,751,000.
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Cheesman Lake Equal to New York's
Big Croton Reservoir Highest
Masonry Dam in the World.
The water In Cheesman lake, the
reservoir recently completed by the
Denver Union Water company, has
renrhed the highest point Blnce the
construction of the monster dam.
which is the highest masonry dam in
the world.
"Tliu water In the lake Is over inn
said Walter S. Cheesfeet deep
man of the water company yesterday.
"The reservoir now contains about 20.- 000,000,000 gallons of water, its greatest capacity being 30,000,000,000 gallons. This Is the highest point yet
reached. If the water reached twenty-twfeet higher, it would flow over the
spillway. Six months ago the lake contained less than 160,000,000 gallons.
The total depth of the reservoir Is 212

Race Suicide.
George W. Davenport of Greenfield.
MaBS., bachelor and admirer of in-

Kinney Tripp, April 25.
The minister and his bride will depart
at once for his diplomatic station.

WILL

,

Massachusetts Man

Miss Alice

A TRAINED NURSE

SUPPLY

feet.
"The capacity of Cheesman lake is
AMERICAN MINISTER TO KOREA. about the same as the big Croton resDr. Horace N. Allen, the American ervoir in New York, which is supposed
contain about 32,000,000,000 gallons
minister to Corea, Is the foremost per- to
However, the Croton reserBorn of water. ;,o
sonality In that country
deep and covers so much
voir Is not
in Delaware in 1858, he was graduated larger area that the danger of loss by
from Ohio Wesleyan university. 1!" seepage and evaporation is Increased
became a Presbyterian missionary and to such an extent that it really will
from China ventured into Korea, then save no more water thau Cheesman
the only remaining "hermit nation." lake.
"Denver's water supply is now fully
Thus he was the first Protestant missionary in that country. The United assured. Besides this big storage at
States minister, Gen. Foote. made Cheesman lake, we have also about
him physician to the legation. Dur- six or eight billion gallons of water in
half
ing an Insurrection, when all alien!) Marston lake, which is more than our
full. Exclusive of these reservoirs,
water rights would more than supply
the city of Denver. We have estimated that the people of Denver will
12,000,000,000 gallons of
consume
. . about.
water me coming year, so it can reau- ily be seen that we are on the sale

BANK ACCOUNT

Col. Charles H. Graves, the newly
appointed American minister to Norway and Sweden, said farewell to his
friends at Duluth and departed for
Athens, Pa., where he was married to

WATER

Ruffled

Marvelous Toy Cannon.

Prof. William Suddards Franklin,
head of the department of physics at
Lehigh University, is said to have invented a harmless toy cannon designed
to take the place of the deadly cast-iroaffair filled with gunpowder and
which reaps a rich harvest of victims
every Fourth of July. Hy applying a
principle of chemistry he
has produced a cannon which makes
a report, but cannot explode; hurls
missiles which can do no harm, and is
a flash of fire which does not scorch
tissue paper.
The explosion Is caused by an electric spark igniting a combination of
air and gas, somewhat on the principle
of a gas engine. This discharges a
cork, no other missile will do, and pro
duces a flame of so low a temperature
that it does not burn. Furthermore,
it is said, u,000 shots can be tired for
u nickel.
well-know- n

Long Distance Gramophone.
The auxetophone of the Hon. C. A.
Parsons Is a gramophone whose sounds
are conveyed to a distance hy a hlast
of compressed air. The air Is pumpi-by a small engine up to eight pounds,
and it passes Into the trumpet throilSii
a little valve taking the place of the ordinary diaphragm. The valve consists
of a number of small slots covered
with a fine comb. The vibration of
this comb by the record plate reproduces the speech or other sounds and
d

the air current makes the sounds audible at distances estimated to reach
three miles.

upon.
Many other women are
afflicted as she was. They
can refrain health in the
same way. It is prudent
to heed such advice from
auch a source.
Mrs, Pohlman writes:
" I am firmly persuaded,
after eight, yearn of experience
with Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, that it
is the safest and best medicine
for any suffering woman to
nse.

"Immediately after my
marriage I found that my
health began to fall me. I became weak and pale, with sepains, fearvere bearing-dowful backaches and frequent

Aartr?a
iPoljl man

n

dizzy spells.

The doctors pre-

scribed for me, yet I did not
improve. I would bloat after
eatiiiL' and freuuentlv become
nauseated. I had an acrid discharge and
pains down through my limbs so I could
nnrdly walk. It whs as bad a case of female
as I have ever known. Lydia E.
trouble
....
......... ,i
.....- .. ...i in
i.. ....., . ,
IHI
ririiuir
cured m withl four month)i. Hm,.P thai
to recommend it to
time I have had
a number of patients suffering from nil
forms of female difliculties, and I find that
while it is considered unprofessional to recommend a patent medirine, I can honestly
recommend Lydia K. 1'inkham's Vegetable
Compound, for I have fbund that it cures
female ills, where all other medicine fails. It
is a grand medicine for nick women."
Money cannot buy such testimony as
this merit alone can produce such results, and the ablest specialists now
air ret; that Lydia B. Pinkham's Vege
table Compound is the most univeri
I

i

l

.

ness, faintness. lassitude, excitability,
nervousness. sleeplessirritability,
"
and
ness, melaacholy.
"all-gone-

feelings, blue
and hopelessness, they should rememone
is
tried and true remedy.
ber there
Lydia E. Pinkhain s Vegetable Compound at once removes such troubles.
No other female medicine in the
world has received such widespread
and unqualified endorsement. No other
medicine has such a record of cures of
female troubles.
The needless suffering of women from
diseases peculiar to their sex is terrible
to see. The money which they pay to
doctors who do not help them is an
enormous waste. The pnin is cured
and the money is saved by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegctublc Compound.
has proved this.
It is well for women who are ill to
write Mrs Pinkhain. at Lynn, Moss.
In her great experience, which covers
many years, she has probably had to
deal with dozens of cases just like
yours Her advice is free and

sally successful remedy for all female
diseases known to medicine.
When women are troubled with irregular, suppressed or painful menstruation, weakness, leucorrhcea, displacement or ulceration of the womb,
feeling, inflammathat bearing-dowtion of the ovaries, backache, bloating (or flatulence), general debility, indigestion, and nervous prostration, or
are beset with such symptoms as dizzi
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
n
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CREAM SEPARATORS
Save $io.- - Per Cow

EVERY YEAR OF USE
Over All Gravity Setting Systems

3. to o.

Over Ali Imitating

rer uow

Separators.

Now is the time to make this most
important and profitable of dairy farm
Send at once for new 1905
investments.
catalogue and name of nearest agent.
a
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"All Signs Fall In a Dry Time"
THE SIGN OF THE FIKII
KEVEB FAILS IN A WET TIME
in ordering Tower's Blirkers,
a customer writes: "1 know
thor will be all right if titer
hate the 'FISH' on them.

Thia confidence is the outyeura of
growth of aixty-nin- e
careful manufacturing.
Highfst Award World's Fair. 1004.
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The De Laval Separator Co.
Randolph

Others Fail.

Where

Denver Directory

DE LAVAL
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Succeeds

Per Cent Per Anunm
Write for booklet nnd instructions. "Banking by Mall." Asin
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The Central Savings Bank
Denver, Colorado.
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Where Toys are Made.
E. E. BURL1NGAME & CO.J
The Unlte' States spent last year
iaaiu nrnnr chemical
$4,000,000 on toys mostly dolls from
AddAI UrrlUt N LABORATORY
Little
Sonneberg, Germany, alone.
Batabliahed in Colorado. 1866. Samplea by mail of
and careful attention
Sonneberg seat out $13,000,000 worth
upreaawill receiepr
Kenned, Mailed end aieajeg
of toys last year. Great Britain used
Gold & Sitter Bullion
OR PURCHASED,
to buy most of them, but John Bull
luolba. or car load lota.
Concentration Tests
5
Write for terms,
has been very hard up this past year,
St-- . Dcuver. Colo..,
e
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men
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of England's share.
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Every housekeeper abould know
that If they will buy Defiance Cold
Water Starch for laundry use they
will save not only time, because It
never sticks to the iron, but because
each package contains 16 oz. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
pound packStarches are put up In
ages, and the price is the same, 10
Colombia Sends Good Man.
cents.
Then again because Defiance
Diego Mendozal the newly appointStarch i free from all Injurious chemed minister of Colombia to this counicals. If your grocer tries to sell you
try is a prominent lawyor, a uai4 a
package it Is because be has
law
and
student of international
a stock on band which be tvlshea to
of
political economy and a member
dispose of before he puts In Defiance.
congress; he has been president of He knows that Defiance Starch has
the Republican university, a professor printed on every package In large letis the leading colleges, a writer of ters and figures "16 on." Demand De
fame and one of the recognized leadfiance and save much time and money
ers of the liberal party. No man In and the annoyance of the iron atlck-lng- .
Is so thoroughly
Colombia
Defiance never sticks.
familiar with the history of the
country
with
relations of his
The averuge man meets temptations
s
of the way.
'he United States.
beut
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FRESH AIR FOR CONSUMPTIVES

MEXICO.

Most Effective Weapon Available for Conflict
With Dreaded "White Plague"

DINKELSPIEL'S DEFFYNI3!(UNS.
fool und ills money vas soon

A

spot-led-

.

The following abstracts from an

arHon Is on safe ground.
The person
the with an extra good appetlto will havo
Medical Record, should receive wide to exercise
l
or be placed
and careful attention.
No doubt if on the retired list to learn wisdom by
these Ideas could be carried out, the experience.
"white plague" would be robbed of
much of Its terror:
Cigarettes.
In ancient times It was highly ImTobacco Injures men and kills chilproper to exposo a tuberculous pa- dren. The Chicago school board has
tient, especially one beyond the first been having a medical examination of
stage, to a breath of fresh air except certain piipiU before allowing them to
on the mildest days In summer, while take part In certain athletic sports.
the night air was dreaded and avoided Uoys and girls were subjected to the
as the plague. Then the more observ- same examination. Not one girl was
ant and thoughtful men noticed that found unable to pass, while a large
those who lived more In the open air number of the boys. In almost every
did not die as quickly as the
case smokers, were found to be in a
patients, and they began to urge an physical condition which made violent
outdoor life and moderate exercise exorcise of any kind very dangerous.
as a prophylactic as well as a cure Twenty-onout of a hundred were
for those In the early stages of confound unfit, and all but three suffered
sumption.
Those In the more advanc- from some form of heart trouble. Aled stages were allowed fresh air only most without exception the unfit onej
when It was at summer temperature, were cigarette smokers.
but even this was better than being
kept Indoors In warm,
How to Earn Sound Sleep.
rooms the whole year.
All doctors are not so careful of
There are several plans by which the welfare of their patients as they
the victim of tuberculosis may con- might be. Here Is a story of one who
tinuously breathe pure, fresh air by went to the limit. He is the proprienignt as well as by day. Sleeping out tor of a famous health resort not far
.
In the open air is not harmful to a from
When he receives a palarge majority of tuberculous people. tient for treatment he says:
"Now. I want It understood that unMillet, of Brockton, Mass., reports
the cases of Ave patients whom he less you do exactly as I say, there is
recommended to sleep out of doors at no use of your staying."
This rule sometimes requires him to
night. They were allowed no roof
ever their heads except In rainy be very harsh, but he never hesitates.
weather. They wore soft felt hats He acts on the theory that he can betand cotton nightshirts, sleeping urder ter afford to offend a single patient
ordinary bedclothes in beds arrange! and lose him that to have that patient go back home and tell his friends
on the roofs of their houses.
Imhad done him no good,
provement was noted In two weeks. Dr.
Coughs disappeared, temperatures be- relates the Washington Star.
Not long ago a
clergycame normal, respirations were easier
. ud weight increased rapidly.
No at- man went to this resort for treatment.
tention was paid to dampness and The doctor looked him over upon his
drafts, and heavy dews were regarded r.nival and said:
"While you are here you must take
as Inconvenient simply because of the
long walks every day."
necessity of drying the bedclothes.
"Eut I can't take walks," replied
Sleeping in a small room with an
open window does not appear to be the parson. "I haven't done any walknearly so beneficial to the patient as ing for years. My heart won't stand
when the nights are passed on a ver- It"
They argued the question quite
anda or In a tent where there is a
free circulation of air on all sides. If warmly. As the clergyman and doc-tc- i
were good friends, the latter was
a patient were fortunate enough to
more lenient than usual.
have a large room with a southern exHowever,
posure and containing one or two ho bided his time. The next afteropen fireplaces, in addition to large noon the physician said to the clergy
windows on three sides, which might man
"It's a nice day. I would like you
be opened at night, he might derive
approximately the benefit incident to to go horseback riding with me."
Riding they went. When they were
tent life.
McGraham. of South Carolina, pre- about eight miles from the sanitarium
fers the circular to the army tent, and the physician said: "Oh, doctor, won't
thinks it better to place it on a plat- you get me that flower by the road
form two feet from the ground, and side? I don't like to leave this
to do without carpets and draperies. hcrse."
As soon as the clergyman wan on
Draperies are not necessary, but rugs
the ground the doctor galloped off
add greatly to the comfort and convenience of those In 111 health, and with both horses, and the clergyman
their use can be made perfectly safe was compelled to walk back to the
by exposing them to the sunlight for sanitarium. Upon his arrlvel he was
very angry, and was for packing up
a few hours daily.
ad leaving at once. There was no
train that night, so he was forced to
Special Hospitals for Consumptives.
The next
A hundred years ago the city of stay a few hours longer.
Naples, Italy, erected a
hospital morning he came down radiant and
for consumptives, and required the good natured.
"Doctor," said he, "I was pretty
isolation of all persons suffering from
this disease. It is only recently, how- sore at you last night, bdt I torglve
ever, that the authorities of modern everything. I have had the first good
I have enjoyed in months. Herecities have become awakened to the
importance of this sanitary measure. after I'll obey your order implicitly."
Recently a number of cities have
RECIPES.
taken steps for the establishment of TIMELY VEGETARIAN
hospitals especially for the treatment
Cream of Celery Soup Ingredients:
of cases of consumption by the
"open-ai- r
method."
Excellent Celery tops, 1 quart cream or rich
results are reported from this method milk.
Method Put tops in saucepan, cover
of treatment.
The German government has a with water, simmer one hour. Drain,
large central committee numbering rrturn water to pan, add milk and
more than thirteen hundred persons, stalks, simmer one-hahour longer,
organized for the purpose cf erecting season to taste, remove celery, thickhospitals for the treatment of tuber- en to consistency of cream. Serve
culosis. This committee has under its hot.
Chill
Sauce Ingredients:
supervision seventy-fou- r
One
such hospitals, and last year treated over thirty quart strained tomato, 4 tablespoon-ful- s
minced celery, 3 tablespoonfuls
thousand patients, of whom eighty per
cent were returned to their homes minced onion, sugar.
Method' Put all together ia saucepractically cured after remaining ia
the hospitals on an average of a little pan, let come to boil, set on back of
range and simmer two hours.
A
less than three months.
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schwclled head always gets It

der neck.

In

Der meaning of Flattery vas dor
lankvltch vo use ven ve tell a man dot
e envy him.

Der monnlns of Rotrlbutlon Is a
nan dot mnrrle3 for money und only
gets a meal tlgget.
--

Der meaning of Gossip Is ven two
vim mens get. a sudden attack of palpitation of der tongue.

Annuder meaning of Gossip Is a
voman dot can put two und two
und mako five.

Der meaning of a Hypocrlck Is a
choke dot Nature plays ven she makes
a pink lobster looks like a man.
Der meaning of a Sveet Disposition-men- t
Is a vomnn dot can vear tight
Rhocs und a loose smile simultaneously.
Der meaning of
vas a
woman dot can pass a looking-glasmitouid (giving it a short, quick rub- ber.
Self-Contr-

s

Der meaning of a Prude vas a female voman dot wishes somebotiy
vlll say Eomeding to make her blush
her face.
Der meaning of Pin Moi-depends
on der voman. Some use it for clothes
pins, udders use It for diamond pins,
und dare is it.
Der meaning of Critlekism Is der
ability to make your private opinion
look like a public opinion und get n
salary for doing it. George V. Hobnrt

in Chicago
BY

American.

THE BACHELOR GIRL.

Respect is the father and admiration tne mother of love.
A lie will live as long as a truth If
you do It up in an equally neat epigram.

The RitFsian government ought by
this time to be aware that the discov
ery of dynamite made it an anachron
ism.
If one s love survives after his re
BpecL ior us ooject nas slipped away
he is apt to feel his respect for him
self slipping away, too.

It's a curious fact that any woman
who argues for the rights and inde
pendence of women is almost always
accused of despising love, marriage
and the home. Do the two positions
necessarily go together? New York
Times.

E.

Stubbert.

e

e

well-know-

:

ITEMS.

The brethren who don't trust In
Providence are busy putting up light
ning rods.

Spring Is trying to come in. Yes
terday she shook the snow from her
slippers and spread her sealskin cloak
on a honeysuckle vine.
We are to have a literary picnic
soon, when a Jumping match will
take place, to decide who is the best
literary man in town. Atlanta Con

stitution.

ed

lf

JUST THOUGHTS.
The literary pickpocket
the seeds of thought.

scatters

The world is always predisposed to
a. person
by his mistakes.

ijudge

A sense of humor will invariably
be found accompanied by brains.

An Extra Good Appetite.
A pood appetite Is a symptom of
"A fool is never wrong"; few of us good health. An extra good appetite
Is sometimes a symptom of constiture.
tional disturbance somewhere. A sam"He who hesitates" when lying "is ple letter sent to the "Questions and
Answers" column of a prominent
lost."
health journal was something like
"Whatever man has done man can this: am
"I
troubled with pimples,' not to
do" better.
a great extent, but still very annoying.
appear principally on the fore"No fool like au old fool" in the They
occasionally on other places.
head,
but
woman.
toils of a
I oaten feel languid, and tire easily,
gain flesh, although I have
"There's many a slip 'twlxt" the and cannotgood
appetite. Still I am
an extra
cradle and the grave.
not sick, and have not been in bed
my life. Age. nineteen years.
"Look before you leap" out of the a day in
Will you kindly advise me what you
frying pan into the fire.
think would remove these pimples?"
There is little doubt but that the
money
parthis
soon
and
are
fool
"A
"extra good appetite" alluded to af
ed," when the fool has friends.
fords the key to ine situation. The di"Honesty is exact to a penny," but gestive organs have more than the;-catake care of, and consequently do
not always to larger amounts.
not properly take care of anything fur"The second blow makes the fray," nished. There will be frequent head
aches, skin disorders and alternate con
but not if the first is well placed.
stipation and diarrhea with such per"PHy is akin to love," but kinship sons. Pimples are a natural result of
such depraved blood conditions.
does not always signify friendship.
With many people
the habit of
"The best things are not bought hearty eating is continued when tho
warm spring days come. Food which
nd sold"; they are stolen and kept.
was appropriate when the thermomet
"Everything comes to the man who er was at zero is continued in tho
wails," except that for which he waits. same quality and quantity when the
thermometer rises to ninety degrees
"It takes two to make a qparrel." in the sun, and averages above sixty
The person who
How about husband and wife, who are all day mil night.
loses bh) appetite under such a oondl- one?
COMPLETED

PROVERBS.

small piece of lemon peel and a cup
of chopped tart apples will greatly
Improve the flavor. Cook till apples
are done, remove lemon peel, cool,

serve.

Candied Sweet Potatoes Roil potatoes till tender, remove Jackets, arrange in oiled baking pan, sprinkle
with powdered sugar, brown In slow

BY TIME

Suburbs of New York. Once Homes of the
Wealthy and Fashionable. Now Occupied
by Grimy Mills and Factories.

M. D.. In

la:-fc-

ADVANCE SPRING

RUIN WROVGHT

(Special Correspondence.)
New York moves with too fast aud
determined e stride to have much
time to spare for sentiment, but lor
one who Is alive to the glamor that
hangs over a past that is fast being
thrust back into complete forgetfulness
this city contains many regions that
are peculiarly rich In memories. And
on none of these has the hand of
change pressed more heavily than on
y
the countryside that is covered
by Astoria and Flushing.
Fifty years ago this stretch of land,
nil the way from H, inter's Point to
Flushing meadows, was the resort and
the home of a society even more select and fashionable than that which
now migrates to Its Berkshlres, its
Bar Harbors and iis Newport.
In
their simple, generous way they were
the patricians instead 3t the plutocrats
of their day, and one needs only to
read such names as La Roque, Black- -

East river, is (he inclosure where tho
Rikers laid their dead. Rising above
this cemetery now Is a mammoth factory, and near by Is what was once
beautiful Sanford point, at the mouth
of Flushing bay.
"Scattered here and there may still
be found some of the quaint relics of
the first settlers Dutch built houses
with their long sloping roofs and cozy
nooks and corners but these, too.
will doubtless soon go to make room
for the flat house and other graces of

modern life."
The old Wolcott manor house was
one of the finest in the district. It
stood near Little Hell Gate, just at
the point where the shore rood turns
northward, and overlooked the East
river at one of Its most picturesque
spots, where, even on the hottest days
of summer, its verandas always were
swept by cool breezes. The river
bank was walled and coped for nearly
an eighth of a mile by the Wolcotts
while on the side of the roadwav
away from the river a heavy cemented wall was built.
the walls
are still as perfect as when they first
e.e put up. The Wolcott house is
no longer In evidence, having been
burned down several years ago; but
the lodge still stands In a grove of
Ixiltonwoods. just Inside the enlrance
gates, though k Is slowly dropping to
decay.
To-da-

V

IhKamtmea ir

-

,
well, Lawrence, Riker. Rapelye.
Potter, Barclay and Wolcott
among them to realize that this little
colony across the river was Indeed
the home of the very leaders of New
York. Great weather-worj- i
mansions
silll stand there to testify how stoutly they were built and on how siately
a plan; but. they are shut in
among cheap modern dwellings, with
here and there a mill or a factory.
Hardly are the burial places of these
old i'ew Yorkers undisturbed. Buildings crowd in on them on every side
and the whole Astoria district is taking on the appearance and the airs of
city life. The completion
of the
Blackwell's Island bridge, which will
open this section to great development, will hasten the transformation
which now is under way.
Of the hundreds of persons who
pass along the main thoroughfares in
the clanging trolley cars only an occasional antiquarian understands why
the entrnnce way to a tile factory has
walls round It anil wide
gateways sweeping inward, through
which the road runs on under an avenue of stately shade trees to a pile of
modern brick. Only he cares to read
the story told in the view of a weather-beaten
old house with Corinthian
porticos,
spacious
columns
and
jammed in among lumber yards and
factory walls. Yet it is safe to say
that between Newtown Cieek and
Hallett's Cove there are still standing
more than 200 of such old mansions,
all of which are deserted save for a
few Italian squatters. Most of the
buildings date back to the early forties, which is about the time that
rich New Yorkers as a body first began to appreciate the beauties of tho
eastern shore of the river and buy
land there for their homes. But there
were others who made their choice
here long before, for the old Woolsey
mansion was built in 16f6, and the
Woolsey manor house was put up in
Holm-strom-

GREAT

A

MEDICINE

BRINGS HEALTH TO THREE
OF SAME FAMILY.

Cnra

MEM-BEB-

,
a Hi r.
l.i
After Malaria,
Iluaband'a KhrunintUm, a Daughter's
Nervous Prua'ratloti.
"I have recommended Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills to many peoplo," said Mrs.
Gossett, " leeause I have soon such good
results, time niter time, right in my own
fauiilv. There are threo of us who have
no dofflit nbont their merits. We do not
need to take anybody's word on the subject for our own experience has taught ns
how well they deserve praise,
" It was just about ten years ago tint
i
I first rend about Dr. Villiams' Pink
Pills, and bonght my first box. I was at
that time all run down, Weak, nervous
and without ambit ion. I lux been doctoring nil summer for malaria nud
Btomaoli trouble.
Everybody thought 1
was going into consumption, ns my
mother had died of that disease.
" Thanks to Dr. Williams' Pink Pills,
I nni now alive and hearty. I began to
improve ns soon as I began to take them,
mid when Ihnd taken three boxes I was a
well womnn. Everyono Wonders how I
keep so well and am able to cure for my
home and six children without '
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills explain i
" My oldest girl's health began
when she was about fourt
complained of
her head, would get dea
have to leave tho school roo
nir to revive her. I gave s5"
She took onlynfewboxcs.'bty
lier troubles, and caused he
into n perfect pic
0f health,
husband took them ur rheuma
found that they woulu euro that
you see wo have all got great goo
using tnem, and that
i.
mend them to others."
Mrs. Minnie B. Gossett 1
Uhriohsville, Tuscarawas Co., Oi
is well known, as she has residei
same neighborhood for more
teen years.
Her story s1
modicine which makes the
and the nerves strong, oVen
ety of diseases and should b.
every household. Dr.Williams'Pin.
nre sold by all druggists evervv
They have cured anaemia, and nil ,
of weakness, also tho most stubi
eases of dyspepsia and rhenmnti
They ure indispensable for growing t
M

I
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Old Benner Homestead.
At the foot of Woolsey street there
still stands a massive residence,
double portleoed, faced with fluted pillars and crowned by a stately cupola.
It is the old Benner home, and some
of the family live there
The
high hedge that once surrounded It
and kept Its famous rose beds from
the Intrusion of the outside world has
grown into a row of trees, dwarfed in
height, but with thick and nigged
stems.
The old La Roque house Is still
fairly well preserved, and is a good
Mamma Tommy, i don't l
example of what many of the other
houses must have been fifty years have you play with boys who at
ago; but the large Vandeventer house Tommy But the good bys
has been partly demolished, as it was good, mamma.
In an unsafe condlfon.
The Rapelye
EFFECTS
and
Holmstrom houses,
however,
In the six
which stand near by on what formerly was Broad avenue and the iToule- - greatest prosi
average prices oi ui
65 per cent., meats
jent, 'iau j
and garden -prod'
per cent,
i.
ana clothing 24
hese were prod
ucts of the far;- r a d stockman who
profited moi tluui
v other class of
the community by
hese advances.
The miner benefited J2.1 per cent by
that advance in the average price of
metals. The r.!y
crease in the
average prices ... con modifies in that
period was in railway freight rates
which decreased frou Jf98 per
in 1897 to
n 1903, a loss
of 4.4 per cent. The i jport of the Interstate Commei
Commission shows
that the average increase in the pay
of railroad employes in the period was
Jutbur otthcLa footas
a trifle above 8.5 per cent.
van, are still kept up by the familea.
During the Revolution the Holstrom
"Isn't your grandfather an octogenhouse was part of a block house sit- arian,
Bobby ?" asked the visitor. "No,
uated further up the river, and was ma'am," replied the little fellow. "He's
removed bodily on skids to its present a Methodist."
site. The Rapelye house also dates
1726.
back to the days before the revoluEvery housekeeper should know
tion, and during the Brltsh occupancy
that If they will buy Defiance Cold
Little Now Left but Memories.
of New York was tenanted by the Water
Starch for laundry use they
There are few left now who rememEnglish troops, who used It as a sa- will
save not only time, because It
days,
In
palmiest
Its
ber this district
loon and irn.
never sticks to the Iron, but because
when the only roads were driveways
each package contains 16 oz. one full
of gnarled oaks and beeches that led
His Enviable Estate.
pound while ull other Cold Water
to great country houses, set In the
"When I come into my landed es- Starches are put up In
pound packmidst of cedars of Lebanon and tate I'll bet nobody will put me
." ages, and the price Is the same, 10
guarded by tall hedges. But here and said a Broadway
philosopher alter cent" Then Benin because Defiance
there some old Inhabitant whose listening to a tale of woe by a friend
s
Starch Is tree from all injuria
memory of the place carries him back who had recently lost his place
in the
r rocr tries to :
you
If
fifty or sixty years will point out to country through the
foreclosure of a a 12 oz. package It is 'ucajsi b has
you a block of buildings and tell you mortgage.
a stock ou hand which he w;si ss to
of
famous
a
was
the home
that there
"Why, I didn't know you owned any dispose of before be puts
in uen
banker, while beyond it, where a bit real estate."
He knows that Defiance Starch
of bluff reaches out into the water,
don't know, but I am very post printed on every package In large it
mer-- (
was the house of an
tlve of having some later on. It will ters and figures "16 ozs." Demand Dc
bant prince. Wonderful gardens had be a very snug retreat, too absolute- fiance
and save m ch time and mon
they both, the beds of
ly private, although In a populous and the annoyance of the
iron s'.in
flowers fringed with hedges of box, neighborhood.
There will be several lng. Defiance never sticks.
other advantages, too. It will be free
ftom taxes and I'll be exempt from
The man who doesn't worrj
titled to a lot of credit he nef
jury duty."
"Isn't that fine!
I congratulate
you. Wish I could inherit something
like that. Where is your place?"
moss-grow-
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oven.
Sweet Potato Cutlets
toes, cover with boiling

Pare potawater, boll
twenty minutes, drain off half the
OficorTneOLobTCt
water, and cook till soft. They should
be almost dry when done. Mash or
put through rlcer. Form In shape of
chops, sprinkle with powdered sugar,
and brown in medium oven.
Serve
with sugar peas.
Porkless Baked Beans Wash beans,
while over veranda and pillared porplace in heavy pot and boll five minutes. Salt to taste. Bake twenty-fou- r tico wistaria and a wealth of fragrant
hours In slow oven, keeping bare- creepers clung. Of all this little but
Masters and
ly covered with water. When done, the memories remain.
the beans should be of a uniform gardens have long since passed away.
r
"That large gray house," the
dark brown. Longer cooking will Imwill say, "which Is now used as
prove.
Potatoes Lyonnalse- - ciiii sold boil- a school house, was built orlgnally on
ed or baked potatoes. Season with an island, but the channels were filled
up long ago and streets made up of
Stir in onions dump
salt while chopping.
aud the city's refuse run where
If
too
stiff, thin
and parsley minced.
swept to and fro.
with nut cream to consistency desir- once the clean tides
ed. Turn into oiled baking pan, Those big pillared bouses on the hill
went to live
smooth, brush with
cream, hrown. are where the Blackwells
when their island was bought to be
Serve in squares.
turned into a prison house.
Turnips Stewed In Cream Pare
young turnips, cut in dice. Simmer Houses of Dutch Settlers.
till nearly done. Drain off nearly all
"Through the thick smoke you can
the water. Add enough cream to see Riker's island. There stood the
barely cover, oalt to taste. Simmer old Riker homestead, close to the
till tender (don't boll).
Thicken shores of Bowery bay, and there, too,
slightly. Serve.
overlooking the broadest sweep of the

T

"The grave."
The other man said nothing fur
ther about the injustice of foreclosing
mortgages. New York Herald.

"Made a Great Laugh."
There are conversational "bluffers"
who are sometimes reduced to such
straits that they make a pretence of
being entertaining on the good things
they have forgotten. Simeon Ford tells
of one who, at a dinner, said to his
neighbor:
"Did I ever tell you of a famous
good thing I once said to Mark
Twain? Well, he was alluding to my
former occupation as an oculist, in
which he said it was no wonder I had
failed, since a man must be blind, In-

deed before he would apply to me.
Well, of course, that was very good,
but I floored him completely with my
reply. I can't recollect just now what
It was, but vou can depend upon It
that it was capital and made a great
laugh at the time."
To Nationalize Railways.
The Italian government has placed
before the legislature a project for
the taking over by the state of nearly all the railroads of the country.
This would involve an outlay of tXOOf
000,000.

If you haven't

found-ojj-

.

Schilling's Best you
a good deal of comfort.
Your grocer rtturna your aioncy if
dulling-'-

ou 4111 Uaa

Uw.

The man who talks as If ha had his
in. ..mi full of hot miihl, is never able
to make a stirring spenih.
FARMS (.IX I N tVAY.
lti.000 larniH of liio aire each, situated in the Uintah Indian Rawervatlon
In Utah, will tie open inr M- supancy
very shortly. Don't yoi: wanrto home
stead one and muke yourself, a h:.ui
Tills land is the best aduptuf) to atocttj
lulsiltR and tanning of any land In
1'tHh. Send 2G cents for book
miip
to
telling abuut the country,
homeateud and route 10 get to
inii,
THK UINTAH COLON
Box 498. Denver
Of

An ounce of action is

threat.

worth a pound

Lewis' "Single Binder" straight 5o cigar.
186.00 per M
They cost

Price to dealers

some more than other brands, but no mora
th. ii. a good 5c ciiru'- should cost. Iowia'

Factory, Peoria.

111.

It la always better to
tbau to aliuke friend.

whaki'

hands

Mr, trinalow'a Roothlna arrae,
i

ror rntidren loeuiuut, ufU'ui tti auiuc,
SULU!lUMl,aUftlllllu,CUftMI WUUI U4tU.

neural tta
...ll,r

.. ret aoctjaf
The most popular
among the girls 4h one where they
aacrets lnateud of keeping- tl.em.
-

aH

-

ej

scene:

of recent fatal fire in
shoe factory at brockton.

NATIONAL PRINTS HOP

mass.

IT 13 THE FINE8T IN THE WORLD
Hae Installed Typesetting Machines.
Everything la Run by Electricity.
Over $6,000,000
Worth of Work
Yearly.
The Typographical Journal gives an
Interesting account of the government
printing office at Washington. The
f
Introduction of typesetting machines into the office has at
length taken place, and batteries of
linotypes and monotypes are in full
sway.
Something was seen in print to the
effect that this Introduction of machinery would not affect the hand labor In
the office, which is nonsensical. A displacement of hand labor must occur
when a machine that can do the work
of five hand compositors appears on
the scene of battle.
The installment of the machine compositor adds to the marvels of the na-

tional printery, the biggest and most
office in the United States,
if not in the world. Electricity rules
the roost. There are, for example,
over COO electric motors (the largest
of which Is of 100 horse power) supplying power for the machinery. Electricity lights, heats, drives and transports. The engines which drive the
dynamos depend on electric pumps to
oil their bearings. Electricity Is the
wax mclter, the glue maker and the
tool heater. By its aid the 4,000 employes are supplied with water, and it
carries them 1 1 their work and lights
the rooms. There Is an electric light
for about every twenty-fivsquare feet,
besides clusters and ornamental arrangements of lamps in many places.
There are electric elevators, electric
lifts for conveying work and materials
and motors running all kinds of machines from the ruling machine to the
Immense press.
Electricity helps all the processes of
work throughout the building except In
the foundry, where gas Is used to melt
the stereotyping metal. A new fast
press that will print 80,000 eight-pagpapers per hour has a thirty horse
power motor to run it. and a small one
of eight and a half horse power to run
it at slow speed.
All this is as it should be In such an
office. The building. 175 feet wide and
408 feet long, has six acres of actual
working space. The electric power
building, 112x134, has four generators
capable of producing 2,170 horse power
under "ordinary demand, or
more, if necessary. The output consists of nearly nvry kind of printed
matter the Congressional Record, myriads of bulletins, bills,, resolutions,
reports, etc., and is long on tables. Papers and pamphlets are printed by the
million; books are issued by the hundred thousand. Indeed, it is said that
the yearly output costs $6,500,000.
Such an output deserves the very latest machinery or other devices that
may have a proven value.
e

tliree persons lost their lives and many
were injured.
The Grover factory was located at
the corner of Main hm! Calmar
streets, Campello, in the southern
The building
cutsklrts of Brockton.

a boiler in the L of the big
er shoe factory, in Brock-s.- ,
exploded, and the flames
destroyed the debris, spread-thmain factory and burning
several other buildings. Sixty- i
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OBSERVE RULES OF WAR
jatants in the Far East Have Been
Scrupulous in Their Conduct.

against savage races, such as
British soldiers had frequently to encounter.
Neither would Great Britain assent
to the clauses prohibiting the drop-

till within the memory of peo-living, civilized nations waged
much as do savage races at this
t day. Now, of course, all this
red. Modern scientific warfare
,ed round with as many rules
'latiors as is modern scientific
i 'he same penalty is
play
of the

War

ping of explosives from balloons, afid
making it unlawful to fire at an enemy
piojectiles, charged with asphyxiating

100 feet along Main street
iind 200 feet to the rear. From tie
rear of the main building an L action was located and it was in this part
of the plant that the explosion and the

extended

collapse occurred.

vivid impression he made
long years aeo.

Jules

e

on them

Verne passed his seventy-seventbirthday last February. He
studied law, wrote plays and kept
himself otherwise busy without definite results until he hit upon the scientific romances that made him fam-

h

ous.
In 18G3, when he was 35 years old,
his "Five Weeks in a Baloon" appear-et- ,
followed at yearly intervals by
"A Journey to the Center of the
Earth" and "A Trip to the Moon." In
1870 came "Twenty Thousand Leagues
Under the Sea," and Its sequel, "The

Mysterious Island."
or deleterious gases.
"Round the World in Eighty Days"
No exception was, however, taken
1872 and "Michael Strogoff" In 1876
by Great. Britain or by end other na- lr
were
gave him an
aver observ-etion, to the very stringent regulations even dramatized and
audience than his earlier
are now. adoptdll as regards spies. Foimerly works. larger
Forty-eigh- t
bear his
these unfortunates got exceedingly name on their title volumes
lint from one
pages,
give
obshort shrift, and such was the feeling him a permanent place in and affecthafA ugv'unent is not
the
serving the rules TO. war brings the against them, even among humane tions of the younger reading
public.
eyes of the whole civilized world to commanders, that but little care was
Jules Verne was a true prophet and
bear on the alleged offense. Should taken to sift the charges against sus- many of the most imaginative of his
one belligerent have cause to con-jjlai- pected individuals.
tales have been borne out by recent
of the behavior of the other. It
Now, however, no spy, even alscientific
developments, while still
protest
to
neutral
the
though taken in the act, may be exe- others are on
makes a formal
the way to fulfillment.
were
nations, provided tbose nations
cuted without fair and proper trial; Placed in youthful ha:ids, they gave
signatories at the Peace Convention
and a spy who, after rejoining the n;any a lad a bent
scientific
a. The Hague to that rule of war allegarmy to which he belongs, is subse- teucatlon which has toward
been no small
Up to the present, quently captured, becomes a prisoner
ed to be broken.
in this very fulfillment.
however, there have been few com- of war, and cannot be punished for factor
He understood, as few writers for
war, his previous acts of espionage.
plaints during the
the young have understood, how to
and even thoso have mostly been
Alno, the convention made it very combine instruction with amusement.
traced to the independent actions of clear who were, and who were not
March 20 a boiler In the L of the big
a few soldiers.
spies.
Formerly great latitude was R. B. Grover shoe factory, in BrockThe presence of a sick or wounded permitted to Individual commanders,
ton, Mass., exploded, and the flames
soldier in a dwelling house confers and innocent persons suffered accordquickly destroyed the debris, spreadprotection upon it and exempts its ingly.
ing to the main factory and burning
other occupants from having troops
that and several other buildings,
But now only those can be lawfully
Commanders
quartered upon them.
hixty-threpersons lost their lives
punished
as
spies
who,
clan"acting
propare forbidden to requisition the
and many were injured.
destinely,
on
pretences,
or
false
obtain
erty of such occupants.
The Grover factory was
at
Wounded prisoners of war must be or seek to obtain, Information in the the corner of Main andlocated
Calmar
sent back to their own country as zone of operations of a belligerent, streets, Campello. in the
southern
rood as cured, on condition of not re- with the Intention of communicating outskirts of Brockton. The building
turning to the seat of hostilities, or it to the hostile party."
extended 100 feet along Main street
Thus, soldiers not in disguise found
again bearing arms during the rest
an
within
war.
enemy's lines, may not be
of the
. Ml,.
Among other things forbidden are punished as spies, even although they
poimay be there for no other purpose
the employment of poison, or of
soned arms or projectiles, or of "any than to spy. Nor may dispatch-riderarms, projectiles, or material of a or military balloonists be treated,
when captured, otherwise than as ornature to cause superfluous Injury."
,
It Is also unlawful for a commander dinary prisoners of war.
tc issue an order that no quarter is
Finally, it is unlawful for a
to be given: nor may any town, fort
who may chance to be In
ress o' other place be given over to temporary occupation of an enemy's
pil'ige, even when taken by assault. territory, to compel the population of
doreover, an enemy having surren-id- . such territory to bear arms against
or laid ,down his arms, must their own government.
Nor is it
be killed or wounded.
Private property must be respected,
lUslble to kill or wound treacher-- livlduals belonging to the hos-- "save In the case of urgent military
or army, even although necessity;" and the destruction of hisbe under arms at the time. torical monuments, works of art or
nproper use of a flag of science, and of religious, charitable,
jt any other ensign or banner, or educational institutions is strictly
easing in the enemy's uniform in prohibited. Montreal Herald.
t to deceive the said enemy, is
DEATH OF JULES VERNE.
s.rred; and commanders must
atack it bombard townB, villages,
Author Leaves
.itatlons or buildings which are not Famous and Prolific
Scene of His Labors.
and 200 feet to the rear. From the
fended.
Jules Verne died at Amiens, France, rear of the main building an I. secprojectiles
The use of sinall-artion was located and it was in this
'which expand or flatten easily in the March 24.
part of the plant that the explosion
nwa. body, such as bullets with a
News that Jules Verne Is dead will and the collapse occurred.
d envelope, which does not entirely
be received with a sense of personal
the core, or is pierced with
was prohibited at the Peace loss by many thousands of children of
Editor Raises Chickens.
almost every age "men are but
Harry Mason, editor of the Fayette
urivention at The Hague in 1899.
,
Democrat-Leaderraises fine chickBut to this the representatives of children of a larger growth."
't
For two full generations he has ens "on the side." At the world's fair
BritafV would not agree, assert-- '
been delighiiug English readers with his poultry captured nine prizes. He
"that tha use of the "dum-dum- "
jiillet agaiJst which the clause was stories that had something to tell, and sold two fancy fowls for $100, possiessential for few grown men who read at, all In bly the highest price ever paid in
obviously almed--w- as
safetjtof civilized troops waging youth have forgotten the singularly Missouri for two. Kansas City Star.
Mayor Will Not Be Interviewed
Wanted to Shovel Hay
Donations Given Out at Grave.
.Mayor Collins of Boston says it is a
Wtllium Robinson, one time sheriff
Prof. Robert D. Petty of the New
of the EngllBh town in which he habit, which he formed long ago, not York Iaw school was telling his stu"lved, contrived to have his memory to communicate his views about pub- dents the other day of the need that
pt green at a much smaller cost lic affairs or party matters to the pub- lawyers occasionally have for a little
than many men would pay for even a lic in the form of interviews. This is knowledge of agriculture. "I was relimited mortality. By his will he di- lils straightforward way of putting it: minded of this need the other day,"
rected that every Christmas day "When I have anything to say about he declared, "when a young attorney
twelve loaves of bread should bo given politics in which I think the public is of the city told me about his plans
But in Interested I make a speech and say It, for
two or tbrv days in the
to a many poor widows.
order to qualify for the loavea the and when the time comes for me to country next summer. "I .vant to go
Vws must present themselves at make public anything relating to the to a farm,' the young attorney said,
testator's grave and receive their city hall business I do it In the form 'and for two or three days dc a farm
hand's work. I want to shovel hay.' "
Jbristmas gifts over the bones or of an official message. I'm not talking. I'm attending to ousiness."
New York Times.
"ielr beueiactor.
name-Mbatio-
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STOP! WOMEN,
AND CONSIDER THE
ALL-IMPORTA-

NT

FACT

That

in addressing Mrs. Pinkham you

your private ills to a woman
a woman whose experience with woman s diseases covers a great many years.
You can tulle freely to a woman when it
is revolting to relate your private troubles
to a man besides a man does not understand simply because he is a man.
Many women suffer in silence and drift along
from bad to worse, knowing full well that they
onght to have immediate assistance, buta natural
modesty impels them to shrink from exposing themselves to the questions and probably examinations of
even their family physician. It is unnecessary.
Without money or price you can consult a woman
whose knowledge from actual experience is great.
fcre confiding

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation:
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to promptly commuuicute with Mrs.
Pinkhain at Lynn, Mass. All letters are receired.
Dpeueu, read ana answered Dy women only. A
woman can freely talk of her private illness to a
woman: thus has been established the eternal
confidence between Mrs. Pinkham and the women
of America which has never been broken. Out
Df the vast volume of experience which she
has to dra-.-- from, it is more than possible
that she has gained the very knowledge
that will help your case. She asks noth-ingi- n

return except vour good-wil-

and her

l,

advice has relieved thousands. Surely any
woman, rich or poor, is very foolish if she
does not take advantage of this generous
offer of assistance.
Lydia E. Pinkham.
Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.

Following we publish two
from a woman who accepted this invitation. Mote the
result.
let-to- rs

" As yon know, I wrote yon that mv doctor
said I must have an operation or I co'uld not
live. I then wrote you, telling you my ailments. I followed your advice and am entirely welL I can walk miles without an
First letter.
ache or a pain, and I owe my life to you and
" Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
to
Lydia E. linkham's Vegetable Compound.
" For eight years 1 have suffered something I wish
every suffering woman would read
terrible every month with my periods. The this testimonial and realize the value of writpains are excruciating; and 1 can hardly stand ing to you and your remedy." Mrs. Mary
them. My doctor says I have ovarian and Dimmick, Mrh and E. Capitol Stroi'ts, Kenwomb trouble, and I must go through an op- ning P. O., Washington. D. C.
eration if 1 want to get well. I do not want
When a medicine has been successful
to submit to it if 1 can possibly help it.
Please tell mo what to do. I hope you can In restoring to health so many womea
relieve me.
Mary Dimmick, Sflth and E. whose testimony is so unquestionable,
Capitol St; . Banning P.O., Washington.D.C.
you cannot well say, without trying

Second letter.

"

it,

I do not believe it will help me."
If
' Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
i
" After following carefully your advice, you are ill. don't hesitate to get a bottle
E.
of
Lydia
Pinkham's Vegetable
and taking Lydia E. Pinklmm s Vegetable
Compound, I am very anxious to send you Compound at or.ee, and write Mrs. Pinkmy testimonial, that others may know their ham. Lynn. ?.ass , for special advice- valucaud w hat you have done for me ,
it is free ar.d always helpful.

y

n
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BABY

ONE SOLID SORE.

"A scab formed on my baby's face
spreading until it completely covered
her from head to foot, followed by
boils, having forty on her head at one
time, and more on her body. Then
her skin started to dry up and it became so bad she could not shut her
eyes to sleep. One month's treatment
with Cuticura Soap and Ointment

made a complete cure. Doctors and
medicines had cost over $100, with
baby growing worse. Then we spent
less than $5 for Cuticura and cured
her. (Signed) Mrs. G. H. Tucker, Jr.,
335 Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee, Wis."
The woman who drives a man to
drink has no need of a whip.

I
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Illustrated Catalogue Free
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of Science."

Wonder-Worke- r

Luther Burbank, the California magician, has developed a verbena with
a strong arbutas fragrance. He has
made possible a new fruit, the plum-cot- ,
a combination of the common wild
American plum, the Japanese plum
and the apricot. He haB accomplished
what Darwin hinted at, but accepted
with reservations the grafting of one
tree upon another and at the sunie time
the transformation of the tree without fertilization, the accomplishment
of a complete cross by the graft. The
details of these and other experiments,
Mr. Burbank's aims, beliefs, and hopes
in his work, will be the substance of
William S. llarwood's article in the
April Century, the second of two papers on "A Wonder-Worke- r
of Science."
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The fellow who spouts hot air has to
buy coal just the same.

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh
that Contain Mercury,

m mercury will surely destroy tbe ieune of tmell
ad cumpleiely denuiKe the wtiule system wbeo
nterliitf It UiruuKU the uiuruus surfaces. Suva
articles should uever le ummI eicept on pre-rltloQk from reputable liyg 'Unit, tut the damage tbey
will do Is ten fold to tbe kixkI you cao pisibly derive from tbem. Hall' Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by F. J. Cheney
Co., Toledo, O., coutalti no mer
cury, and It takcu Internally, tut lug directly upon
the blood and tnucoua surface of tbe system, lu
buy lug Hall's Caturrb Cure be sure you get tba
genuine. It U taken luurualiy aud made In Toledo,
Ohio, by F J. Cheney & (
Teatlmuulais free
Bold by DruggM.
I' rice, Tftc. per bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills fur cuustlpatloo.

the

TEA
loose by
far
it wanders
aud for
is let

tea
gets its prison.
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BROWN PALACE HOTEL,,'
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isth and Larimer Bt Denver, Colo
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plan. Tftc it ncl up.

PATRONIZE WESTERN
MANUFACTURERS
f your merchant does not offer the
write for reference for neurest
agency, The rintton Automatic fiiiy
Stacker, IMalturr l'jsh Itnkn, Plainer table Huy iultr , I'lallnrr l,c er
lltirroMN. llctivcr Mowers, Denver liar
lakes, Machine Supplies for all machinery; nlso Including-- machines sol4
by the trust.
1

The

Denver Camera Exchange
MB lUCli Street, Opposite Court HoSof
Wetu aiTMnls for Cy ho I'aper and N
opplle, D"Velotngpet'iulrv Mall you' niua

In thin
There would lie tin tomnlulnt
the fiiMt veiling- - man if h
wuuld only ko In the if lit direction.

Plattner Implement Co.

Denver, Colorado
Manufacturers
Rettise to buy Trust products,
for
without your lMttrouuire they cannot
exlut.
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DENVER ANALYTICAL
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LttwrenCA St . ' river. Com. t OLD 7.V.HOU
.(JO. GOLD.SILt 1 K ANDOPPKR
AND SILVEIt
m nl be6u. Ituporis on Bpeciment received
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snd full ni
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Write for booklet and Instructions We pay 4 per cent from
dollar up $100,000 asset. Depositors In 20 states. Vour savings can do some of your earn-

a

ing.

The Central Savin'
Denver, Colorat

E. E. BURLINGAME
ASSAY OFFICE

Bank
&

CO.,

duujeoratorv

Established in Colorado, 1866. Samples by mail or
express will receive
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by
utlafurtloo. Larger sent
express or freight. Catalogue free. Send for It. Sixmillion
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Heaver. Colo.
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Good tea doesn't have to
if fine, all the better.
There is but one degree of
goodness; there arc twenty
of fineness.

The soul

Trees, fruit and ornamental, small
fruits. roses,
bulbs and
shrubs, vines,

tor all nialina.

TEA

This Ih the time of yeur when
spring- - puem Ih Kpning.

SEEDS

Spec fa I rates to gardenem. Best Imported and American Stock. Price-lis- t
and Catalog free to all Hpplicttnt.s.
THE L. A. WATKINS MDSE.C0.
St.. Denver. Colo,
1093 to IflSl Was
The difference between a man and a
woman is often Indifference.

J. H. WILSON STOCK SADDLES
Afk your dealer fo vm. Take i o other.

I

be fine

Peep o Day Sweet Corn, Old TriiHty Ineuhat-oT- t.
fIaiMiome eatulosue free. The II tine
Seed Co.. .SSI fifteenth St.. Denver. I'olo.

The A. E. MEEK TRUNK & BA6 MFG CO.
ISO? 16th Hi.. Denver,
oln. Wlite forrntloR.

Denver.
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BEGGS' BLOOD PURIFIER

CURBS

catarrh of Che stomach.

Ftve Dollars Easily Earned.
All boys like to earn a few pennies
now and then, but Mark Twain tells
of a very unusual way In which he
once made the princely sum of five dollars as a small boy. At one school he
attended there was a strict rule against
marking the desks. Any boy discovered mutilating a desk must be punished being offered his choice between paying five dollars or taking a
whipping.
public
The Irresistible
combination of a
desk
brand-neknife In his pocket.
and a
was too much for Mark; lfe succumbed
to ihe temptation and whittled away
until the teacher caught him. The
punishment waB set for the following
day, and Mark's father, thinking it a
pity the lad Bhould
be publicly
whipped gave him a lecture and a
bill. Five dollars looked pretty
big to Mark. He thought it over carefully, and when the time came, with
the bill in his pocket, went up and took
the whipping.

TEACHING

shiny-toppe-

.

flve-doll-

Worked

His Way Up.

Senator Knute Nelson came to this
country from Norway when six years
of age, and when nineteen went Into
the Union army. There were hard
knockB, and plenty ot them. He first
lived in Chicago, then went to Wisconsin and to Minnesota. He is a linguist
of unusually fine; attainments. He la
one of the most widely-reamen in
the Senate and as a conversationalist
he is charming to a high degree.
What Everybody Says.
Jamboree, Ky., April 3rd. (Special.) "I Buffered for years with my
back," says Mr. J. M. Coleman, a well
known resident of this place. "Then
I used Dodd's Kidney Pills and I have
not felt a pain since. My little girl
complained of her hack.
She used
f
box of Dodd's Kidney
about
Pills and she is sound and well."
It Is thousands of statements like
the above that show Dodd's Kidney
Pills to be the one cure for Backache
or any other symptom of deranged'
kidneys. For Backache is simply a
sign that the Kidneys need help.
Dodd's Kidney Pills always cure
Backache. They also always cure
Itrign.'s Disease, Diabetes. Dropsy,
Rheumatism, Bladder and Urinary
Troubles and Heart Disease.
These
are more advanced stages of kidney
disease. Cure your Backache with
Dodd's Kidney Pills and you need
never fear them.
one-hal-

Rich Woman's Bath.
When that massive pile of ugliness
In Fifth avenue Is finished and Senator
Clar'i .akes up his residence there, his
young wife will have the most luxurious bath room in the world. It will
excel in its appointments the most
sumptuous baths of the early Romans,
and, beside it the bath of the modern
Oriental which is a good deal more
of a fable than a fact will pale into
insignificance. Onyx, alabaster and
the finest marble ever quarried enter
into its construction. There are showers and needles and plunges, and the
water will be filtered and will be as
pure and clear as crystal.
But the one novelty Mrs. Clark will
possess which even Caesar did not
will be an ingenious arrangement
of tiny faucets from which rare
may be drawn and the water Impregnated with their sensuous odors.
She may bathe in softened water
.
which exhales the scent of the
or the violet or attar of roses.
The idea is a new one, and it is the
invention of a Pittsburg genius who
got carte blanche to design the most
luxurious and artistic bathroom in the
United States.
en-Jo- y

per-i'uiri-

A Berlin physician says that out of
1,000 girls who played the piano be-

fore the age of twelve years, he found
600 cases of nervous diseases; whereas
out of the same number who did not
pay the Instrument he found 100 cases.
The author of these experiments states
that the piano should never be used by
u child before the age of sixteen years,
and only two hours a day at the maximum.

NO

BACHELORS

Four-Trac-

Food and Drink.
Many babies have been launched Into
life with constitutions weakened by
disease taken In with their mother's
milk. Mothers cannot be too care.al
as to the food they use while nursing
The experience of a
their babes.
Kansas City mother is a case in

point:

"I was a great coffee drinker from
a child, and thought I could not eat a
meal without it. But I found at last it
was doing me harm. For years 1 had
been troubled with dizziness, Bpots before my eyes and pain in my heart,
to which was added two years ago, a
chronic sour stomach. The baby was
born 7 months ago, and almost from
the beginning, it, too, suffered from
She was taking it
sour stomach.
from me!
"In my distress I consulted a friend
of more experience than mine, and
she told me to quit coffee, that coffee
did not make good milk, I have since
ascertained that it really dries up the
milk.
"So, I quit coffee, and tried tea and
at last cocoa. But they did not agree
with me. Then I turned to Postum
Coffee with the happiest results. It
proved to be the very thing I needed.
It not only agreed perfectly with baby
and myself, but it increased the flow
of my milk. My husband then quit
coffee and used Postum, quickly got
well of the dyspepsia with which he
had been troubled. I no longer suffer
from the dizziness, blind spells, pain
in my heart or sour stomach. Postum baa cured them.
"Now we all drink Postum from ray
husband to my seven months' old
baby.
It has proved to be the beat
hot drink we have ever used. We
would not give up Postum for the best
Name given
coffee we ever drank.
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Micb.

There's a reason.
Get the little book "The Road to
Wellvllle" In each pkg.
-

PAY.

HOW TWO BEAUTIFUL WOMEN ESCAPED
PELVIC CATARRH BY AID OF

PE-RU-N-

Female Weakness Is Usually Pelvic Catarrh.
Cures Catarrh Wherever Located.

A.

Pe-ru-- na

Mrs. Lizzie Redding;, 3134 B Clifton Place, St.
Louis. Mo., writes:

"I found after trying many different medicines
to restore me to health, that Peruna was the only
thing which could he depended upon. I began
taking it when I was in a decline, induced by
female weakness and overwronght nerves.
"I began to feel stronger during the first week
I took Peruna and my health improved daily
until now I am in perfect health and enjoy life as
I never did before." Lizzie Redding.

Savage

Animals Provide Good Sport
for Hunters.
Mentally Unbalanced, but Can Outdis"Shoji's quietude has Just been disr
tance Reliable Calculators.
hunt," says a
turbed by a big
"Lately the cold
Before a Hamburg Medical society Japanese paper.
"a perfect Idiot" was produced who Is weather has driven the wild boars
able. It is said, to outdistance the most down near the villages. The other day
reliable calculator In the world. He is a party of hunters routed out seven
twenty-fivyears old, of good phy- or eight boars on the hills. A hunter
sique, but mentally unbaanced. For named Krahei wounded one of the
the benefit of the doctors he multi- unsightly creatures and the animal
plied and subtracted three, four, five started down the hill to upset things
and six figure example without the generally. Reaching the tiny village
least difficulty and with absolute ac- of Furuseki. he rushed through a flour
curacy. Questioned as to the day of mill and attacked a woman who was
certain dates during the past year or cleaning wheat in a shed hard by,
past century, he answered after a few injuring her somewhat badly. A farmmoments' reflection, counting in the er named Ito Kunichiro, hearing the
leap years. As an adding machine he woman's cry for help, rushed to her
does wonders, but in all other respects assistance and struck the boar with
he has no Bense whatever. His great- his mattock, thus drawing the aniest delight is to hoe potatoes and mal's attention to himself. The noise
count them, 1,133 in a sack. He is a now drew others to the spot and when
the hunters reached tho village they
member of an Insane fraternity of
and spends his time going from found that the peasants had succeeded
one to the other, congratulating him in giving the boar his quietus, and
or her on their birthday, or nameday, that a huge feast was in store for all."
all of which he keeps In his head.
Value of Time.
There is nothing so valuable to the
Whom the Gods Love.
There are two standards of measure- man who is going to carve out his
ment ot human life: the one by years, own fortunes (and the fortune that is
the other by achievement. Measured not carved out by oneself is not worth
Minutes, hours,
by years, Sidney Lanier's life of less having), as time.
than two score was a broken column; days; they are thlnga the value of
They
measured by achievement, his life is which man cannot compute.
not yet ended he is immortal, says mean everything to young men. They
Milton H. Northrup In Lippincott's. are tides that come and go and leave
Robert Burns died at 37, Byron at 36, him a wreck or carry- him along with
Poe at 40, Raphael at 36 and Lanier them to success. They can spell ruin
at 39. It is whom the gods love die just as well as they can spell hope;
young.
And yet who shall say that they will see a man fall just as readily
the Scottish plowboy, or the author of as they will see him rise. One hour
"Childe Harold," or he who sang of the may mean an era of mental advance"Raven," or the painter of the Trans- ment and development to the man who
figuration, or the composer of the spends it profitably; it may mean sim"Centennial Cantata," do not, one and ply sixty minutes of time passed In
all, still speak to us in voices whose shooting pool or billiards. You take
echoes will command enraptured list- your choice and you reap accordingly.
Chicago Tribune.
eners away down the centuries?
IDIOT STRONG ON FIGURES.

0

wild-boa-

e

Subtle Flattery.
A piano mover moved an

instrument
the other day and in

for a wcinan
doing so broke a piece from ono of lis
legs. The owner brought suit against
mm 10 recover carnages.
While on
the witness stand tho negro driver of
tho van was asked to describe his
conversation with the plaintiff when
he delivered tho piano. He did so as

fellows:
"When I done delivered the piany.
the lady asked me how it done got
broke. I says to her, 'Lady, it doan'
mattah; 'cause when you is ploying,
nobody won't notice the break, 'cauf.0
they all will be looking at you." Ait'
then she tipped me a dime." Brooklyn Eagle.

AFFECTED.

By Mother's

TO

k

Two Wise Reflections.
If it be my lot to crawl, I will crawl
contentedly; If to fly, I will fly with
alacrity; but as long as I can possibly avoid it I will never be unhappy.
If with a pleasant wife, three children
attd many friends who wish me well
cannot be happy, I am a very idlly,
foolish fellow .and what becomes of
tne is of very little consequence.
Vrom a L'etler by Sydney Smith.
may not wreck the
Indifference
man's life at any one turn, but it will
destroy him with a kind of dry rot In
the long run. To keep your mind
already made up Is to be dull and
not to be able to make it
up at all is to be watery and supine.
From Bliss Carman's "Friendship
1

Art."

of

CHILDREN

LEFT

Koran an Important Part of Syatem Why "Marriage Club" In England
of Education.
Went Out of Existence.
Some years ago about a dozen men
In the acqulstion of the Egyptian
boy's education, the Koran plays the at Oxford formed a sort of "marriage
most Important part; It Is, In fact, the club." It was agreed that when any
foundation of all Instruction given. It member was about to be married a
must, first of all, be committed to dinner should be held which all withmemory; and the pupil Is taught to in reach should attend the bachelors
road and write each portion as fast to pay. Marriage seemed far away
as It Is memorized. As a mental stim- then, and the bachelors thought the
ulus In the case of Juvenile scholars divided expense would be Inconsiderable. Years passed, and now and
a palm branch, Judiciously administered, may take the place of our more again the announcement of another
familiar birch rod. While the major- marriage was sent round. They met,
ity of the students do not pursue their coming from various walks of life
studies more than five or six years, soldier, barrister, solicitor, Journalist,
and the
yet many remain much longer, fitting schoolmaster,
themselves for the duties of doctor, rest Bang the old songs, dug up the
lawyer or ruler of their countrymen. old Jokes, until one year it happened
No boy may be admitted before the that the final bachelor found himself
age of 8, but, on the other hand, ad- sole host. A year later the difficulty
And the final bachelor was
vanced age Is no bar to entrance; so, arose.
if it pleases him, the man of mature given his dinner by the eleven married men. And now the friends meet
years may con his tasks beside
youthful classmate. As a rule, It la. on the anniversaries of their wedding
only the boy of the upper class who days, and pay eacl. his own score.
There Is perhaps the ideal club. LonIs able to avail himself of a prolonged
course of study. The poor boy must don Chronicle.
early In life take up the struggle for
News.
existence.
WILD-BOAHUNT IN JAPAN.

gera-niu,m-

Dangers of the Piano.

YOUTH OF EGYPT.

Customs

of Uganda.

his book, "Uganda and Its Peoples," J. F. Cunningham tells of a
curious manner of treating the sick
among a certain native African tribe:
"When a person fell ill the village
prophet was called In. He said at
once whether the sick person would
recover or not. If he was doomed to
die, he was allowed to "ulflll the
piupliecy; if he was to live, there was
no need of medical aid."
Another
strange custom Is explained In the
words of the native who, when asked
by the author why women were not
allowed to eat the flesh of goats, replied: "There is no why; It is the
custom."

Only Art.

In

Mr.

Morgan's

The studio "tea'' had been a great
success; the one small and very youthful member of the company had walked softly about, looking at the pictures. Just before the party broke up
the artist discovered him surveying
a picture of a lion with awe and interest.

"Don't be afraid, little chap," said
the artist, genially, patting his small
guest on the head. "He won't hurt
you."
"Or, I'm not afraid at all." came

the response

In

a clear treble that

caused every one to listen. "He does
ere alive,
not look a bit as if he
you know." Youth's Companion.

Hair.

Several years ago a well known lawyer named C. E. Morgan represented
Providence In the Rhode Island legislature. Mr. Morgan had very red hair.
During the discussion of some bill
Mr. Morgan had a tilt with a country
legislator, during which he declared
that he was not going to have any
man with hayseed in his hair come
to Providence and try to teach him
how to make laws. The countryman
arose and said: "Mr. Speaker. In
reply to the gentleman from Providence, I will say that, while I may
have hayseed In my ha!r, I thank hea"
ven that it isn't
red-top.-

"A Warrior Full of Pie."
That the Juvnlle mind is deeply interested in things to eat is Illustrated
by two answers a public school teacher received the other day.
The class was reading a passage in
"Marmion," in which occurred the
words "doughty" and "pious." One
little girl was asked the meaning of
doughty. She promptly replied, "Full
Another, when asked tc
of dough."
explain "pious," was equally pronip in
answering "Full of pie." New York
Press.

Need Not Fear Heart Disease.
'Don't run,' and 'avoid rheumatism, ' are among the health recipes
which ought to be first considered by
the mail or woman who wants his or
her heart to keep on ticking normally for three score and ten years or
longer. It is safe to say that a person of temperate habits in eating and
drinking, who takes six or eight hours
sleep out oi the twenty-fouand Borne
exercise afoot In the open air every
day, and who absolutely refuses to
worry and fret over his business or
anything else, will never die of heart
"

r

disease."
The Cat and the Hymn.
prominent New Hampshire clergyman, at the dedication of St. Paul's

Mrs. Mablc Bradford. 13 Church street.
Burlington. VL. Secretary Whittier Oratorio
Society, writes:
"Peruna is certainly a wonderful medicine for the ills of women. I have heard it
spoken of in the highest praise by many,
and certainly my experience is well worthy
of a good word.
"I began to have severe pains across my
back about a year ago, brought on by a cold,
and each subsequent month brought me
pain and distress.
"Your remedy was prescribed, and the
way it acted upon my system was almost
too good to be true. I certainly have regained my health and strength, and I no
longer suffer periodical pains and extreme
lassitude." Mable Bradford.

rtns.
LIZZIE
REDDING.

diseases,

including pelvic ca?
study.
1'eruna cures catarrh,
whether of the pelvic, nrtrans
Thousands of Women Cured Every Year or any other organ of the human body.
a Natural Beautifier.
by Correspondence
This Is What
Dr. Hartman Proposes to Do
Peruna produces clean, mucous membranes, the basis of facial symmetry
For You Without Charge.
and a perfect complexion.
Women wlio suffer should read the
The women have not been slow to
We have discover that a course of I'eruna will
evidences presented here.
thousands of letters from grateful do more toward restoring youthful
friends who tell the same story.
beauty than all the devices known to
Half the ills that are peculiarly science.
woman's own are of a catarrhal characMany a girl has refrained her faded
ter. Female weakness was not under- beauty, many a matron has lengthened
stood for many years.
the days of her comely appearam e by
Dr. Hartman deserves the credit of using- Peruna.
having determined its real character.
In I'eruna these women find a prompt
He has made catarrh and catarrhal and permanent cure.
tarrh a

lite-lonf-

Thousands of testimonials to this effect are received by Dr. Hartman every
year. The gooil that I'eruna, has accomplished in this class of cases can
scarcely be

a,

The more a man preaches to
neighbors the less they practice.

bis

Do you think you lenow
all there is in those three
letters,
by
Kastei- is principally remembered
the u verat
mini ji s the season of millinery I. Hi.- and painted pkkh.

Important to Mothers.
Examine carefully every bottle of C ASTORIA,
a safe and pure remedy for infanta and children,
and see that it
Heart the
signature

la

$45.00

ONLY

TEA

Use

If you do not derive prompt and
satisfactory results from the use of
I'eruna. write at once to Dr. Hartman. firing B full statement of your
case, and lie will be pleased to give
you his valuable advice gratis.
Address Dr. Hartman. President
of The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus. Ohio. All correspondence held
strictly confidential.

TO
CALIFORNIA AND RETURN
From Denver. Colorado Springs or Pueblo.
April 11. 12, 13, 14, 15.
Limit B0 days. Choice of routes returning.

EH

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD.
Special Train carrying Head Camp Officers, Drill
Teams and Delegates, will leave Denver Aprfi14tb.
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers. Chair Cars and
Coaches. Make reservations earlv. Write

All the War.

J. P. HALL, Gen. Agt. A., T. & S. F. Ry
1700 Lawrence St., Denver.

For Over HO Yearn.
The KiliI You Uavc Always Bought.

A girl Is never too vouiir to think she
is in lovu with somebody, and never
too old to think somebody la in love
With her.

To the housewife who has not yet
become acquainted with the new thliiBS
of everyday use In the market and
who is reasonably satisfied with the
old. we would suggest that a trial of
Defiance Cold Water Starch lie made
at once. Not alone 1mml- It is mi.n by the manufudBrR to I,.
ant
perior to any other braM(r but because
each 10c package contains 1G ozs.,
while all the other kinds contain but
12 oss. It is safe to say that the lady
who once uses Defiance Starch will use
no other. Quality and quantity must,
win.
A

woman may lose her mind, but sh
it h loss for words.

Is never

Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for Children.
Successfully used by Mother Gray, nurse
in the Children's Home in New York, curs
Constipation, Feverishness, Bad Stomach,
Teething Disorders, move and regulate the
Bowels and Destroy Worm. Over 30, (XX)
testimonials. At all druggists, 25c. Sample
FKEE. Address A. S. Olmsted, Le Hoy, N. Y.
To make a hen lay in winter
them on the head with an ax.

hit

"Dr. lavld Kennedy's Favorite Keniedy.

lu v terlminklfliiev trouble. nalueu
Sotidout. S. g, Waruel),
HurilBTllh', N. J. feSjlttM il.uU.

It 1h sometimes
people too happy.

painful to see other

Plso's Cure Is the beat medicine we ever used
for ull affections of the tbrout and lungs Wall erdsxiy, V as bursa, lud., hb. iu, woo.
When a man bousts an

artistic

The Secret

of Good Coffee

Even the bent housekeepers cannot maice a pood enp of
coffee without good material. Dirty, adulterated and queerljr
blended coffee such as unscrupulous dealers shovel over their
counters won't do. But take the pure, clean, natural flavored
the leader ol all package coffees
LION
the coffee that for over a quarter of a century lias been daily
welcomed in millions of homes and you veill make a drink tit
for a Kin;' in this way :

COFFEE,

HOW TO MAKE GOOD COFFEE.

Use LION COFFER, because to pet best remits you must use the beet coffee.
Urind yuur LION t'OKKKK rattier flue. I'se "a latilesnoouful to each cup and one
extra for the pot." Plrst mix It with a little cold water, enough to make a thick uavtr, and
add white of an egg (If egg Is to be used as a settler), then follow one of tho following rules :
1st. WITH BOILING WATER. Add boiling waiter, and let It boll
THREE MINUTES ONLY. Add little cold water and act aside live

minutes to settle. Serve promptly. your
cold water to the paste ansa
2d. WITH COLO WATER. Add
brlnu It to a boll. Then set aside, add a little cold water, and la live
minutes It's ready to serve.
boil It too long.
"Q Don't
Don't let It stand more than ten minutes before serving-- .
DONTS (Don't use water that has been boiled before.
(

TWO WAYS TO SETTLE COFFEE.

1st With Eaat. I ik- part of the white of an egg, mixing it with the ground LION
COPPICE lieforelioiliug.
id. With Cold Water Instead of eggs. After boiling add a dash of cold water, and set
aside for eight or ten minutes, then nerve through a strainer.

Insist on getting a package of genuine LION COFFEE
prepere It according to this recipe and you will only use
(Siihl only in 1 lb. sealed packages.)
LION COFFEE In tuture.
(Lion-bea- d

(Save these

Lion-hea-

on every

ju

I...

tor valuable premiums.)

SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE
WOOLHON

tem-

perament and a hank account probably
one or the other is bogus.

BPIOE CO.. Toledo, Ohio.

A

Church In Concord, N. H., was surprised to see a cat walk Into the
He
chancel during the service.
coaxed the cot to him and imprisoned
It In a soap box which bad been
pressed Into service for him to kneel
on. With one foot firmly planted on
the soap box, to hold his prisoner, It
became his part in the service to announce the hymn, 'A charge to keep
have I."

St. Jacobs Oil
Rheumatism Neuralgia
Known the world over at the
promptest, surest cure for

nd

I

-- 7.

I

Vok V.
tfeWaAmf fivrry

Thursday nt .v.
oun.y) iVm. Afpttoo.

Ssr.. Ir

.iican to tell me 11 at a cip cou'd
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end of the fuse
B. J. Young and fon EhH re' b"fore taking it o n vrv wet
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i lflan.uinble material which emiM
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ebanged up Bitter near tho lrncle
Sianv'Tonp ot mining elnirjrnv
Lost Hope Vani-hi-J vi JYiotid mi.de
to Cairo, last week.
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Fancy

TAOS,

NEW MEX,

Grc-cerie-

E. C. ABBOTT,

EATP.

PRESTlAod SALT

ovt-'tRATKSOK STyBSCBJ 9X101.
and
UOtnV,ftM
lo'n.oiif of .tiinxrave.
Weekly, per year
C. A. Endeman who has hern
Jifip
IL- - huk: "Hi's fii hi, cpredh:
Weekly,, six month
75 pponding the winter in one of the
it. v litV.
Omul nic.HiHl
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Weekly, three months..
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Practice in all the Courts.
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Boots and Shoes
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WILLIAM McKEAN
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Dry Goods,
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B. J. YOUNG & SONS.
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Cotme and See Ouj; Gaodii and Get Prices.

DI TIMGT ATTORNEY.
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B. J. YOUNG,
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Notary Public.

STAGE and.

still improving.

FREIGHT L

W. Penn- and John Bflelaon
fiaited QueBta, Tuesday.

h.

S. Blarney, Travelinp Freight
and Passenger gent of the Den-

Mrs. Craig Turton is able to be ver
anci

around again itejr her late

i., aim Burns was over fr,om
Elizabvthtown, 'Sunday to visit his

A young man asked au elderly
inrmer for his daughter in marriage. The answer was,. "Go into
the orchard and bri,ug-- ui a parcel
of apples. Give ine. out halt the
whole number and to the mother
of the balance and half
an apple over, ami to the dough- of the remainder and
tcr
lie
half an ap
over, and have one
left for yourself without cutting
an appc. Then if she is willing,
you can have her.'' He solved
the Prob'em and hoW maity did

I.

Dnteher and W. .) HlRrp
tads a busmeas trip to Taos tbe

,

.

C H. ULeen and. fHrai'y moved
iatw his residence in the lower part
af town the hrBt of the wee'l,

one-ha-

Brink, his sou Harry,
theirs wife, arrived' in camp
Sloniay, to look after their Btiding
asteresfc ta the district.
Charlf-- s

cJ7iIZm is

now

lf

one-ha-

ad

Fl

railroad with

inti-res-

Juaiily.

jaat wek

Bio Vra"de

headquarters at Stnta Fe. was a
vieitoi: in ramp Tuesday, looking
t
of his coinj...ny.
abler, tao

91 Bess.

B.

fe

for

ike pubha to oall and eee the line
ai Ckwiersea bt ie selling; at Quest
'JJhey a
stows
fresh and new.

e
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Chapter for Ilia Easter ser-ineat Hnnday evanrag will he
Mr. Js H. Wilkes makes the
aft Wfcbof Lnka.
Come oat and
lsIp. nake he meeting a good one. following pertinent remarks on
capping; fuses in a recent issue of
V'.iT. Chi lender left yesterday for the South
African Mines:
Jsaton, to meefr Mra. Cal)eDi7er who
hen visiting at Pratt, Kansas, It appears that Lnfininte trouble
is taken in the manufacture of
ta Rtiat th ree or four month.
fusv, the most" expensive item in
E. P. U'estoby and, Al Hedges manufacture
being the waterwaking on thtt WilJard, get proofing and vetthe joint between,
orw out fbr the arastra.
The tbe cap and the fuse as we make
oy llare a first clam property.
it is notoriously
H
is
peculiar
a
fact
there
is
not
that
8ea ma a the JflstiB8eldi Barn
the market in
H y,w. want your, tqatii, taken caiv a miner's plicer
W'a alkq.havto Hiy and Grain tll,s "r ;mV otner country which
1m sal e.
fastens the cap and the fuse on
H. D. Dutcher.'
the right principle. The one obW.
Crtw,right irho kas sunk ject t the manufacturers of- minSflaft eighty feet deep oil (be
is
Varriok mining proparty uj) the er's pl;ers to inrke a tool whi.ch
will
simple
fastens the cap to tee
srrer, report a stringer coming iu.
fuse,
At
the
present time from
Ike lead. oh the same imoV ah
encI of tl,e reef to tlje ot,,er
one
It tnseore.f on the surface.
'the miner iu a wet place make
J C;
and sou Mart left the imperfect .joint, watertight,
!
irat el the week for tjntjleville truck grease. In a dry place he
rold home. They did eoD8i.l. often conies across a hole full of
wable work on the tarrv Banner'
water just as he is charging up.
.....
Vfi.v n
nun
miui anII ro Kither the water used
in drilling
parta i ie a property aorth stay ipir
has
trickled
back,
boy
or
the
srib
blown it out properly, Than
if he can not scrape some grease
Cheated- h)th,
Xidbey trouble ofteu ende fatally )ff his machine, he squeeses the
est by ehMtmtitf the t medicine gelatine of the primer around the
K W
olfe, of Brar (iiova, Ipya, cap and fuse and trusts to luck.
He says :"Tw,q years So that all the care and expense
Ki Iney Trouble, which
of making fuse water-proo- f
is
tmwul bu- - ureat pain.eurferini; and
thrown away, and the results after
iB, lint 1 took Kleefrie Bitters
iiah i (eciad a comulete cum T all depends on luck; and people
tSkajtu foand thr.m of creat hen wonder at the number of China
,.,
men who find them with the
iv.:i.-.-.
e
uimj ttuu nerve
atele,.aod keep them constantly sharp end of their jumper.
Hand, since,
.
For one fuse capped with tbe
find they huve
fcoequa). F. C. Stevwie, guarantees imperfect pliers at present in the
mm at 5()e.
market, there are a dozen capped
with the miner's teeth This idea
2)MlWSTItATOK'H NOTICE. of buying expensive fuse and then
joining it on anyhow to the cap
lis ts bsreliy alsa tbsi I bsvs hen is
quite on a par with our custom
V?oioUd by b Piobat
Cnurt of iao
of buying expensive hauling ropes
nir. Territory , f New Mexico s
of Ike) Mtete of Auvuitue M.
with a factor of safety of three.
iuK el('sa. Iat a rssldsnt of .aid
lavs ouuiy, u4 bav tiuslioeMl at uch. The other day (about three weeks
pwaaas iodsbttd to said aelatt are
ago) in a very wet drive at the
t rv eucb iodabtednees io me
delay; and all pavaeKM haelun "United," a miner was blown to
balsas aaaiti.t said estate are Dotittsu topreces. The only plausible theory
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year fr m tbis data or eucb which could be advanced to exwill be foievur barred.
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BECENTLT RELATED.
They were on a golf course not far
'rpm Glasgow. "A splendid stroke! Caddie, did you follow that ball?" said the
player who had Just driven. "Naw, sir,''
I think that
replied the caddie,
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Iord Erskine. when chief Justice of
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I'ue counsel was a ponipuus young man
earned Stanton, who opened the case
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Erskine dryly
Interrupted him with: "Oh. tickle her
yourself, Mr. Stanton.
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liams was speaking In Mississippi a man
In the audience cried: "i've been robbed
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